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McMurdo Station, the hub of the U.S.
Antarctic Program (USAP), has grown
and changed since it was established in
1956. It began as a temporary staging base
with the intent of launching science
projects in the Ross Sea area and to remote
inland sites.

Gradually VcMurdo evolved, becom-
ing a permanent community dedicated to
research. Ove:- the past four decades, new
living quarters, laboratories, and other fa-
cilities have been built in response to pro-
vide the science community with more
sophisticated support. With this growth
came unanticipated obligations—particu-
larly those related to environmental pro-
tection and waste management.

Much remains to be done to improve
the operation of the station's facilities.
With this in raind, the National Science
Foundation (NSF), the federal agency re-
sponsible for funding and managing the
USAP, is focusing on physical changes
that will make McMurdo's facilities more
resource-efficient.

Two articles in this issue of the Antarc-
tic Journal focus on an initiative by NSF to

develop expertise in the design and con-
struction of remote, nearly inaccessible
communities. This project, sponsored
jointly by NSF and the American Institute
of Architectural Students (AIAS), began as
the student competition "Environment 2,"
which offered students the chance to exam-
ine comprehensively how the McMurdo
Station operated as a system. The winning
student architectural team, their mentor,
and the competition judges went to Ross
Island in January 1993 to observe McMurdo
first-hand. The objective of their trip was
to devise new ways to design communi-
ties focused on supporting science in hos-
tile environments. The result of their ant-
arctic experience was a visionary report
charting the future of the station.

The first of the two articles, "The para-
dox of McMurdo," (page 3) was originally
presented to the "Environment 2" group
in September 1992 before they left for
McMurdo. The second article, "Planning
for tomorrow at McMurdo," (page 5) re-
views the evolution of McMurdo Station
and describes the McMurdo portion of the
"Environment 2" project.

Drawing of McMurdo Station, January 1993, from McMurdo: Planning for Tomorrow prepared by the
"Environment 2" design team.



Sullivan is a member of the Scientific
Committee on Antarctic Research/Scien-
tific Committee on Oceanic ResearchGrqup
of Specialists on Southern Ocean Ecology,
which plans long-term investigations of
the region's ecology. He also serves on the
editorial boards of polar and microbiologi-
cal journals.	 i

Sullivan has had an active role in NSF's
Young Scholars Program, which provides
high school and college students with
hands-on research experience. He super-
vised the first female participant in the
Young Scholars Program in Antarctica, as
well as a second scholar who joined the
U.S.-Russian Weddell Sea Ice Camp expe-
dition in 1992.

Wilkniss joined the Division of Polar
Programs (now the Office of Polar Pro-
grams) in October 1984. He came to 'the
Foundation in 1975 after heading the
Chemical Oceanography Branch of the
Naval Research Laboratory's Ocean $ci-
ences Division in Washington, D.C. Bef^re
joining DPP, he held various positions at
NSF, including deputy assistant direetor
of the Directorate for Scientific, Techno-
logical, and International Affairs; mana-
ger for the National Center for Atmosph-
eric Research program; manager for the
international phase of the Ocean Drilling/
Ocean Sediment Coring program; and di-
vision director for the Ocean Drilling Pro-
gram. He also served as the senior science
associate to the director of NSF and has
been chief scientist on various oceano-
graphic cruises and research flights, in-
cluding several to the polar regions.

He earned his master's degree in chem-
istry (1958) and his Ph.D. in radio-chemis-
try and nuclear chemistry (1961) from the
Technical University of Munich, Germany.
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Antarctic Journal of the United States, estab-
lished in 1966, reports on U. S. activities in
Antarctica and related activities elsewhere,
and on trends in the U. S. Antarctic Pro-
gram. The Office of Polar Programs (Na-
tional Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550; telephone: (202) 357-7817)
publishes the journal five times a year
(March, June, September, December, and

an annual review issue).
The Antarctic journal is sold by the copy

on subscription through the U. S. Govern-
ment Printing Office. Requests for prices of
individual issues and subscriptions, ad-

dress changes, and information about other
subscription matters should be sent to the
Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
20402.
The National Science Foundation pro-

vides awards for research in the sciences
and engineering. The awardee is wholly re-
sponsible for the conduct of such research
and preparation of results for publication.
The Foundation, therefore, does not as-
sume responsibility for such findings or

their interpretation.
The Foundation welcomes proposals on

behalf of all qualified scientists and engi-
neers, and strongly encourages women,
minorities, and persons with disabilities to
compete fully in any of the research and

research-related programs described in this
document. In accordance with federal stat-
utes and regulations and NSF policies, no
person on grounds of race, color, age, sex,
national origin, or physical disability shall
be excluded from participation in, denied
the benefits of, or be subject to discrimina-
tion under any program or activity receiv-
ing financial assistance from the National
Science Foundation.
The National Science Foundation has TDD

(Telephonic Device for the Deaf) capability,
which enables individuals with hearing im-
pairments to communicate with the Divi-
sion of Personnel Management about NSF
programs, employment, or general infor-
mation. This number is (202) 357-7492.
Facilitation Awards for Persons with Dis-

abilities provide funding for special assis-
tance or equipment to enable persons with
physical disabilities (investigators and other
staff, including student research assistants)
to work on an NSF project. See the program
announcement NSF 91-54, or contact the
Facilitation Awards Coordinator, National
Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.
20550.
The Director of the National Science

Foundation has determined that the pub-
lication of this periodical is necessary in the
transaction of the public business required

by law of this agency.

On 25 February 1993 Walter Massey,
director of the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF), announced that he had se-
lected Cornelius W. Sullivan, currently
director of the Hancock Institute for Ma-
rine Studies and professor of biological
sciences at the University of Southern
California, as director of the Office of Po-
lar Programs (OPP). Sullivan, who as-
sumed the responsibilities of office direc-
tor on 16 May 1993, succeeded Peter E.
Wilkniss who has been in charge of NSFs
polar research programs since 1984. OPP
is responsible for multidisciplinary re-
search programs in both Antarctica and
the Arctic, with a budget of more than
$243 million for fiscal year 1993.

In appointing Sullivan, Massey said,
"Cornelius Sullivan is one of the world',:-^
leading polar scientists. He has led man\
interagency and international expedi-
tions to Antarctica and has carried out
research in the Arctic. As a former mem-
ber of the National Academy of Sciences'
Polar Research Board, he is also a leading
voice in polar research policy circles."

Sullivan's achievements include chair-
ing the steering committee of the Antarc-
tic Marine Ecosystem Research at the
Ice-Edge Zone (AMERIEZ) project, a pio-
neering, multidisciplinary investigation
of ecosystem processes affected by pack-
ice dynamics in the southern oceans. This
research has made major contributions to
confirming the ice edge's critical role in
the cycles of energy and materials.

Sullivan has focused his research on
microbial processes in the ice-edge zone
in both polar regions. He has received NSF
support, both from OPP and the Ocean
Sciences Division, since 1978. A graduate
of Pennsylvania State University (B.S. in
biochemistry and M.S. in microbiology)
and Scripps Institution of Oceanography
(Ph.D. in marine biology), Sullivan has
worked at the University of Southern Cali-
fornia since 1974—first as an assistant pro-
fessor (1974-1980), then as an associate
professor (1980-1985), and finally as a pro-
fessor (1985 to present).

Before becoming director of the
university's Hancock Institute of Marine
Studies, he administered the university's
marine biology research section in the De-
partment of Biological Sciences. He has
also been a visiting professor at the Uni-
versity of Colorado at Boulder and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(1981-1982) and a visiting senior scholar

at the U.S. Army's Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory (September
to November 1990) and at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Goddard Space Flight Center (November
1990 to February 1991).
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Antarctic research: On the threshold of the 'fourth age'

At a 1978 symposium "Polar research:
Tc the present, and the future," sponsored
by The American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science (AAAS), Laurence
Gould, the distinguished American geolo-
gist who directed the U.S. antarctic re-
search during the International Geophysi-
cal Year (IGY), observed that "man's con-
ce tion of Antarctica divides itself into
three stages which parallel his own intel-
lectual development." In the first age,
which spanned the centuries from the
classical ages to the 20th century, Antarc-
tica was a "myth." During the second or
"heroic" age, which comprised the first
third of this century, men like Norden-
skj^old, Scott, Shackleton, Amundsen,
Mawson, Byrd, and others saw the conti-
nent as a challenge and the ultimate test of
their physical and mental endurance. Fi-
nally, the IGY "brought us to the modern
age in which Antarctica emerged as the
world's greatest natural laboratory. "I

The IGY fundamentally changed our
perception of Antarctica. The scientific
investigations conducted between 1957
and 1958 and the studies that followed
helped to demonstrate that Antarctica has
an intrinsic role in global processes and
that it has great scientific value.

Today antarctic research is on the
threshold of a fourth age, which, like the
three described by Dr. Gould, mirrors our
ch nging perception of the physical and
int Ilectual environments. Although in
thi new age the scientific values that
gu ded the IGY prevail, this fourth age is

Wilkniss recognized by
architects

On 19 April 1993 the American Institute
of Architects awarded its "Presidential
Citation" to Peter E. Wilkniss. The award,

one of about:20 made each year, was pre-
sented by James Cramer, AIA's vice presi-
dent and chief executive officer, during a
ceremony at the organization's headquar-
ters in Washington, D.C. The text of the
award follows.

Presidential Citation

Presented to

Dr. Peter E. tVilkniss

for his vision and coininitment

to insiiring that inai i's footprint

on the pristine 
An 

tarctic

will not be that of a conqiieror,

but of a steward

who inoves with reverence

and stands 
in 

awe.

Susan Maxman

President, Ainerican Institute of Architects

characterized by a heightened awareness
of the interdeF endence of global systems,
of the need to preserve Antarctica's unique
environment, and of the importance of
increasing cooperation among nations.
Antarctica, no longer isolated from the
world, has become part of a worldwide
network—scientifically, politically, and
technologically.

The Unitej States Antarctic Program
(USAP) is alsc in transition. During the
last four decades it has gained worldwide
recognition fo: , its leadership in science,
policy, logistics capabilities, and use of
advanced techaology. Despite this recog-
nition and the success of its research pro-
gram, USAP now faces stiffer competition
from other scientific research programs
for funding than ever before. At the same
time, the National Science Foundation
(NSF), as manager of USAP, must assume
new responsibilities for environmental
protection and preservation that poten-
tially may conflict with support to science
and that will require that the antarctic
community find new approaches to con-
ducting research.

I accepted the position of director of
NSF's Office of Polar Programs aware of
these and other challenges that confront
the program. But, after working in the
polar research community for almost two
decades, I also.know that a foundation has
been laid. To rneet research needs, USAP
has improved the technology available to
scientists working at U.S. stations and has
encouraged scientists from divergent dis-

In the 37 years of U.S. occupation of
McMurdo Stat:1on, little thought has been
given to community planning. When the
settlement was established in 1955, it con-
sisted of a few tents—a military camp.
People clawed out a beachhead to stay
alive and supported the International Geo-
physical Year, which began our long in-
volvement in antarctic science.

Then came -the metal buildings, doing
the basic functi Dns of housing and feeding
people and giving them work spaces out
of the cold. The appearance was unsight-

Editor's note: This paper is adapted from

remarks made to an Environmental 2 planning

meeting at the anjarctic orientation in Arling-

ton, Virginia, 15,1;eptember 1992, by Dr. Peter
E. Wilkniss, who was the director of the Office
of Polar Program 5, National Science Founda-

tion, at that time.

ciplines to collaborate, thus gaining the
advantage of viewing the continent from
new perspectives. USAP management is
also searching for ways to improve the
efficiency of our operations and facilities
that support the scientific programs, as
other articles in this issue of the Antarctic

2journal illustrate.
While we have made a solid beginning,

pressure from external forces continues to
increase. The environmental protocol to
the Antarctic Treaty, as well as other new
regulations concerning waste manage-
ment and environmental protection, will
require that we change the way we con-
duct research in the near future. To be able
to continue to support the best research,
while protecting the environment and op-
erating efficiently and safely in what con-
tinues to be a hostile environment, USAP
management must have support and co-
operation from the science community.

We must also make a greater effort to
show the public how polar research can
affect their lives. Recent discoveries by
scientists participating in USAP and other
national antarctic programs have made
the public more aware of the significant
role that Antarctica has in global environ-
mental processes. As scientists, we under-
stand that processes in both the Arctic and
the Antarctic affect and are affected by
global environmental change. As respon-
sible representatives of our community,
we must also be able to convey this under-
standing succinctly so that the public gains

Continued on page 11

ly, but the town worked even in the ex-
treme setting of Antarctica, and we got the
science done. Over time we built up to
provide some of the amenities that pass
for normal elsewhere. By the 1980s we
had three-story dormitories-132 persons
to a building, two people to a room, each
suite of two rooms with its own shower
and toilet. Like a college.

McMurdo consumes 190 to 225 liters of
water a day per person, which is normal in
the States, because people say, "Hey, I
gotta have my shower"—although all
they're allowed is a 2-minute shower ev-
ery other day. We built a sorely needed
new science laboratory, and it's almost
bringing the town to its knees in the way
of power. Many problems at McMurdo
don't occur elsewhere. We don't even have
good electrical ground. The volcanic ash is
so dry, an old tractor in the ocean is used
as a ground to make the power work. Our

Continued on page 8

The paradox of McMurdo
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Planning for tomorrow at McMurdo Station

McMurdo, the largest and arguably the
most important station in Antarctica, is 37
years old. Despite rebuilding in the 1980s,
some structures use more energy than they
need to and do not function efficiently.
The National Science Foundation (NSF)
has started studies and plans to increase
the town's effectiveness in supporting re-
search while reducing its use of energy
and operating personnel. This article re-
views McMurdo's importance and evolu-
tion and concludes with a summary of an
intensive, 11-day study that 12 architects
performed at the site in January 1993.

Uniquely valuable site

McMurdo has an important role in the
support of antarctic science primarily be-
cause its location has made it uniquely
able to support research programs nearby
and at remote sites. The site's features
include:
* At 7751' S latitude, it is the southern-
most land that ships can reach.
9 It has a natural deep harbor—Winter
Quarters Bay.
e It is adjacent to McMurdo Sound—a bay
sheltered on three sides by Ross Island, the
McMurdo Ice Shelf, and continental Ant-
arctica. Each year, smooth sea ice forms on
the sound, making construction of run-
ways for wheeled airplanes possible.
* The nearby Ross Ice Shelf, a perennial
feature, supports a skiway for the ski-
equipped airplanes that are essential for

supporting U.S. research at remote sites,
including the South Pole.
* The McMurdo Ice Shelf glacial condi-
tions have enabled the U.S. Antarctic Pro-
gram (USAP) to build a glacier-ice run-
way (the "Pegasus" site) that is usable

nearly year-round.
* The town site itself is solid land not

covered by snow or ice.

* Observation Hill, Fortress Rocks, and
other high ground shelter McMurdo from
the full force of winds from the south and
the east.
* The site is not, and has never been, a
breeding area for either birds or marine
mammals.

For these reasons, the McMurdo area
has been the base for early expeditions to

the interior and, since 1956, Antarctica's
largest station. About two-thirds of the

USAP (including Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station and several dozen far-flung
research camps each austral summer) de-
pends on McMurdo for resupply, staff ex-
change, laboratory support, and waste
management.'

Several other Antarctic Treaty nations
take advantage of McMurdo to support or
augment their own antarctic programs
and to strengthen cooperative research
opportunities. New Zealand's Antarctic
Program is operationally integrated with
McMurdo's infrastructure. Italy some-
times relays cargo and staff through
McMurdo to its research station at Terra

Nova Bay, 300 kilometers north. Russia
annually brings a ship to McMurdo for
exchange of people and material with
Vostok, a station particularly valuable to
world science because of its deep-ice-core
drilling. Numerous other treaty nations
have sent scientists to McMurdo, or
through McMurdo to field sites, to join
their U.S. colleagues in accessing critically
important research areas.

Thus, McMurdo is vital to antarctic sci-
ence. Its presence appears essential for as
long as the world demands research in
Antarctica. Satellite-based observations
are valuable and will be more so, but there
has been no suggestion that they can com-
pletely replace ground truth. Even if there
is a further shift to unmanned observato-
ries on the surface, to the extent that this

is possible, these will require access for
servicing.

The USAP increasingly has come to
accept that McMurdo is inevitably a key
component in meeting the challenges of
supporting scientific research in most of
continental Antarctica. In terms of plan-
ning the design life of structures at
McMurdo, the town may as well be re-
garded as permanent.	i

Suboptimal built

environment	4

As noted in the accompanying arti:le
by Peter E. Wilkniss,' task completion
rather than efficiency was the priority in
McMurdo's early days. The station, onE'Of
seven established by the United States ^ 'Or

the 1957-1958 International GeophysiFal
Year (IGY) and the only one of the seven
intended primarily for logistics purposes,'
met its initial task of supporting the estAb-
lishment of South Pole Station, then w6nt
on to serve as a logistics center for station
building and research operations in other
parts of Antarctica.

After the IGY, onsite research was added
to McMurdo's logistics role. Laboratories

at McMurdo came as early as 1959 with the
building of the Eklund Biological Centei, a
serviceable but eventually inadequate
structure that was not torn down until
1992 after the Albert P. Crary Science and
Engineering Center began operation.

By the 1970s use of McMurdo hadin-
creased, and the station obviously needed
to be made safer, more effective, m )re
economical, and more in keeping v% ith
modern standards of waste management.

NSF, by then charged with responsibi ity
for the entire U.S. Antarctic Program, in-
cluding operations,4 in 1977 tasked Holr -tes

& Narver Inc. (the NSF antarctic SuPF ort

contractor at that time) to develop a lorig-
range plan for the program's stations, and
a five-volume report was issued in 1979.

Volume II dealt with McMurdo.' It -,,,as
"based on the assumption that McMufdo

In 1956, before the international Geophysical Year, the site of McMurdo Station showed (left box) landforms still untouched and snowfields as they had

been shaped by nature. After development, the landforms, as seen today (right), create a terraced landscape reminiscent of a frontier mining town.

Antarctic journal
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cially targeted objective," and it noted that
"the cooperation of private organizations
and industry sl-,ould be sought in the con-
struction of facilities and provision of lo-
gistics support.""

Three factors hindered an immediate
start on improving the structures at
McMurdo and ffie station's environment.
First was the unprecedented NSF staff and
budget attention given to environmental
cleanup in the late 1980s and early 1990s

' 
"I'

Second was the need to increase the bud-
get for grants to institutions for antarctic
research support (the National Science
Board had noted in its 1987 report that
logistics should derive from and support
the research rather than dictate it); the
program met research targets partly by
reducing the "major procurement and con-
struction" portion of the antarctic budget.
Third was the relative lack of hard infor-
mation about t.^e savings in energy and
other resources, such as numbers of sup-
port personnel, that might result from a
changed McMurdo.

Investing in the future

Armed with the above reports and the
intuitive sense that the town of McMurdo
can be imprOVEd, NSF began a building-
by-building audit of physical conditions,
usefulness, remaining life, and energy
use. This work, though not yet complet-
ed, points to opportunities for resource
savings.

At the same time, for longer range de-
velopment of design expertise NSF
awarded a grant to the American Institute
of Architecture Students (AIAS) for com-
petitions to redesign South Pole Station
and McMurdo. The McMurdo competi-
tion, completed in mid-1992 and titled
"Environment 2: a new town for science,"
resulted in a first-place award to a team of
three students from the University of Or-
egon and other institutions. 12 The grant
provided for the winning students, their
faculty mentor, and the AIAS judges to

visit McMurdo to improve on the winning
design. Four of the judges who traveled to
McMurdo are senior U.S. architects and
Fellows of the American Institute of Archi-
tects (FAIA). Other travelers were a stu-
dent jurist selected by the AIAS, a facilita-
tor for the group (also a FAIA), and two
Chilean architects who have design expe-
rience with the Chilean antarctic program.
(See box p. 10.)

The visit took place in January 1993 and
resulted in a 39-page report, McMurdo:
Planningfor Tomorrow. This architectural
study examined how the entire station
operates as a system. It is a conceptual
review, completed over 11 long and inten-
sive days on site, that involved examina-
tion of existing documents, interviews of
numerous station personnel and officials,
and reference to architectural standards
and concepts used in other parts of the
world. It is not a master plan for McMurdo
and certainly does not identify specific
construction plans, but it is an important
tool to begin defining an improvement
program for the station.

Features of the concept

Half the report examines what is, and
the other half describes what can be. The
architects note that until 1956 the McMurdo
area was untouched, with the landforms
and snowfields left as they had been shaped
by nature. As McMurdo was developed,
the land was shaped and reshaped into a
series of level terraces for buildings sepa-
rated by steep embankments (figure 1).

They discerned McMurdo's primary
purpose as the "loading dock for Antarc-
tica," with zones for cargo, administration,
science ' and other functions (figure 2).

Although the students' pre-visit com-
petition assignment was to level McMurdo
except for the new science lab, the visiting
team found that many of McMurdo's build-
ings could remain as is or be renovated.
Some would be torn down, and new ones
would be added. The architects proposed
a master plan that would be evolutionary,
adding, over time, an information and re-
ception center, an education center, a new
food service facility, a recreation facility,
and a social center. Science support facili-
ties would be grouped for efficiency, as
would supply and support facilities. A
new materials distribution center, a key to
increased effectiveness, would become the
largest building in town (figure 3).

The architects projected large savings
in energy through redesign of air handling
systems in buildings, capture of waste
heat from the power plant to heat build-
ings and desalinate Water, and retrofitting
of insulation.

They identified several ways to improve
McMurdo's attractiveness or liveability.
This included a new, well-defined town
center, modification of some rooms in the
dormitories so that residents would have
more sense of personal identity with their
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Schematic shows facilities at McMurdo that serve as a loading dock - :or Antarctica.

Station will remain the United States's pri-
mary support base in Antarctica for the
foreseeable future." In the foreword to
that volume NSF stated, "Many of the
present facilities date back to 'temporary'
use in the late 1950s. Their rehabilitation
and / or replacement has been sporadic and
driven by expediency and short-range
planning during 20 years of austere bud-
gets and the diverse tenant interests. Pur-
suant to the National Science Foundation's
overall management and funding respon-
sibility for the U.S. Antarctic Program, it
has been determined that an orderly plan
should be formalized. It is recognized
that implementation will continue to be
a matter of annual repair and mainten-
ance as well as gradual replacement and
constTuction.116

The next year (1980) NSF issued an
antarctic environmental impact statement
that established waste management stan-

7dards for the station. This statement and
the long-range plan drove McMurdo's
development through much of the 1980s
and resulted in a new laboratory, new
doirnitories, replacement power and wa-
ter plants, a new landfill to replace the
former dump on the shore of Winter Quar-
ters Bay, a recycling program, and other
facilities.' The changes improved Mc-
M4rdo's capabilities and appearance but
did not fully incorporate energy efficiency
or streamline the work needed to main-
tairiI and support the science program.

In the late 1980s two important groups
further influenced NSF's planning for
McMurdo. A panel headed by former
astronaut Rusty Schweickart recom-
mended that, "energy conservation stan-
dards should be adopted and integrated
into all U.S. Antarctic Program building
and equipment procurement plans. " The
other influential group, a committee of the
National Science Board, said, "basic engi-
nee-ring research should be conducted in
the polar regions, with development of the
engineering knowledge required for op-
eration in the polar environment a spe-

June 1993



living spaces, and increased use of hydro-
ponics (an "edible garden") for both fresh
food and a pocket of nonpolar climate in
which to relax or socialize.

Next action by NSF

The Office of Polar Programs attaches
high priority to the architects' report be-
cause it indicates that significant savings
might be achieved in resource use. An
initiative in fiscal 1994 will be to select an
architectural and engineering firm to as-
semble available documentation regard-
ing McMurdo, including the architects'
plan described here, and to develop a
building program and master plan for
the station. Recognizing the constrained
Federal budgeting environment, innova-
tive approaches to funding the improve-
ments will be sought, including partner-
ships with organizations committed to
improved environment and energy effi-
ciency and the use of leasing services,
equipment, and buildings instead of using
Federal funds for procurement.

An interesting and useful feature of the
planning at McMurdo was the intensive
involvement of many of the station resi-
dents, who contributed thoughtful and
innovative design suggestions and identi-
fied operational problems that renovating

the station might solve. Readers are in-
vited to comment on NSF's initiative to
improve Antarctica's largest station and
thus to make all Americans proud of
McMurdo.
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Setlow appointed Polar Research Board director

In February 1993 the Commission on
Geosciences, Environment, and Resources
of the National Research Council (NRC)
announced the appointment of Loren W.
Setlow as director of the NRC's Polar Re-
search Board (PRB). Setlow replaces
Sherburne B. Abbott, who has taken a po-
sition in the Council's international pro-
grams office.

Setlow, who holds a bachelor's degree
in geology from Tulane University (1970)
and a master's degree from Florida State
UAiversity (1972), is a certified profession-
al geologist with over 20 years of experi-
ence. He was a senior geologist for the U.S.
Congress' General Accounting Office
(GAO) from 1983 to 1993 where he inves-
tigated Federal and state agency programs
in geology, environmental sciences, and
engineering. From 1977 to 1983 he directed
and coordinated multimillion dollar field
programs for the U.S. Geological Survey
and the U.S. Mineral Management Ser-
vice. These projects focused on geologic

and economic evaluation of federal on-
shore mineral tesources nationwide. Be-
tween 1974 and 1977, he was the principal
geological oceanographer for the U.S. Bu-
reau of Land Management's Atlantic Outer
Continental Shelf (OCS) Office in New
York City. In this position he prepared a
research program of cooperative and con-
tract studies and, as a part of a multi-
disciplinary team, wrote environmental
impact stateme:.-its for leasing offshore oil
and gas lands in the Atlantic Ocean.

His experience with polar research be-
gan in 1975 when he prepared physical
oceanographic, meteorological, and oil-
spill trajectory analyses of the Gulf of
Alaska and Bering Sea areas for the De-
partment of the Interior. While working
for GAO, he analyzed the Alaskan OCS
environmental studies program for the
Minerals Management Service, evaluated
the Interior De-Dartment's proposed land
exchanges in Afaska, assessed the need for
Coast Guard icebreakers to support ant-

arctic research, and conducted a detailed
analysis of current geologic hazards to
and effectiveness of Federal oversight of
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System and
tanker terminal. Before leaving GAO he
also analyzed the basis and accuracy of
reports by the Department of Interior on
revised oil resource estimates for the Arc-
tic National Wildlife Refuge and the De-
partment of Energy's report on the future
economic potential of the Alaskan North
Slope oil fields and the pipeline system.

As director of the PRB, Setlow will work
with Board Chairman Robert H. Rutford
to oversee and support ongoing studies
and existing PRB committees.

The PRB, which receives support from
the National Science Foundation, serves as
an advisory group to the Foundation's
Office of Polar Programs and represents
the United States in international scientific
organizations concerned with polar re-
search, particularly the Scientific Commit-
tee on Antarctic Research.

Fossils harbor climate

clues and fuel debate
over glacier stability

At the edge of the Ross Ice Shelf near
McMurdo Station, University of Nebraska
paleontologist David Harwood and his
field team discovered remnants of strik-
ingly well-preserved wood and a mixture
of microscopic marine organisms, dating
frcm the Eocene epoch about 35 million to
55 million years ago. Previously, Eocene
fossils had been found only on some is-
lands near the Antarctic Peninsula in West
Antarctica and at a few other scattered
locations.

This discovery, near Ross Island in East
Antarctica, promises significant clues to
the onset of glaciation in Antarctica. The
Eo zene, an epoch of the Cenozoic, is im-
po^ rtant for charting Antarctica's glacial
pay. What few Cenozoic fossils have been
dis covered suggests that the antarctic en-
vir onment was quite different from today,
wi ,h several non-glacial periods ocurring
ani I warm seas extending across East Ant-
arc tica as recently as 2.5 to 3 million years
ago. (Webb and Harwood 1987). The ge-
ologists believe that this discovery may
ultimately shed light on Antarctica's link
to world climate and help predict future
climate change.

Ice shrouds all but 2 percent of Antarc-
tica, concealing most of the rocks that could
be read to reconstruct the geological past.
This massive ice sheet strongly affects not
only regional climate but also global at-

mospheric and oceanic circulation. What
scientists do know about Antarctica's gla-
cial history they have pieced together
mainly from such indirect evidence as
deep-sea sediment cores or the annual lay-
ers in the ice, which record the atmo-
sphere's composition at the time the ice
was deposited.

The fossils were found between No-
vember 1992 and January 1993 while
"beachcombing" for data in glacial depos-
its along the shorelines of Minna Bluff
and Mount Discovery. Scattered along
McMurdo Sound, the fossils were hidden
within rocks, scattered along the shores
of McMurdo Sound, which glaciers rip-
ped from their inland beds, bulldozed
along, and deposited at the ice edge. These
rocks (glacial e^rratics) harbor hundreds of
animal and plant fossils, including tree
leaves, wood fragments, twigs, 10 species
of mollusks, snail-like gastropods, trace
fossils of burrows and worm tubes, fora-
minifera, dincpflagellates, and diatoms.
Some of the wood was sealed so tightly in
the rock that it escaped mineralization (the
replacement of its tissues by minerals);
consequently, the cell walls and DNA were
preserved and may yield information
about the plant's environment and its
evolution.

judging both from the coarseness of the
sandstone that contained some of the fos-
sils and the rippled patterns in the rock,
the geologists 1.)elieve that the fossil mate-
rial originally settled to the bottom in a
shallow marine zone during the Eocene.
Detailed laboratory study, however, will
be needed to fix the ages of the samples

and to reconstruct the environments in
which they were deposited.

Given inaccessibility of the geologic
record, any fossil find in Antarctica is sig-
nificant, but it also helps fuel the debate
over the continent's climate history. The
controversy centers on when ice first cov-
ered Antarctica, with some researchers
(Harwood among them) arguing that gla-
ciation first became extensive about 15
million years ago, and others positing gla-
cial onset more than 20 million years ear-
lier. Also under debate is whether the east
antarctic ice sheet has waxed and waned
or remained essentially stable. Has the ice
sheet long resembled the huge, dry dome
of today, able to lock up massive amounts
of the world's water? Or was it dynamic,
responding to small fluctuations in cli-
mate—similar to the Northern Hemisphere
glaciers that advanced and retreated dur-
ing the Ice Age?

Harwood and his colleagues derive
support for their theory that the ice sheet is
dynamic primarily from the biostrati-
graphic record (Sugden 1992; Webb and
Harwood 1987). The fossils discovered by
Harwood's field team during this past
austral summer will help to fill in gaps in
this record, as they are only the fourth
antarctic fossil find from Cenozoic-era trees
(the past 66 million years).

Earlier fossil discoveries hinted that the
ice sheet may not have been as stable as the
conventional theory suggests, In 1983 Ohio
State University paleontologist Peter Webb
and his colleagues reexamined glacial drift
samples collected 15 years earlier from

Continued on page 21
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Paradox of McMurdo
Continuedfrom page 3

water and sewer lines have to be insulated
and heat-taped or they'll freeze, and that
uses lots of power. Our water plant, which
desalinates sea water, uses fuel, while in
the States you just draw water from the
river. Meanwhile, healthy Inuit communi-
ties in the Arctic consume maybe 19 or 23
liters of water a day per person.

So you are dealing with something that
was created decades ago, and, just like in
the States, it's not acceptable anymore.
McMurdo is in the limelight; we are in the
looking glass.

On the other hand, McMurdo is a vital
node in what we're doing—scientifically
and otherwise. From McMurdo you can
go anywhere on the continent, especially
to the South Pole and elsewhere in the
interior and to the research camps wher-
ever they need to be. These remote facili-
ties require an inordinate amount of logis-
tical support and fuel. They draw every-
thing they need from McMurdo and send
everything they use and all their waste
back to McMurdo.

Winter Quarters Bay at McMurdo is
the closest harbor to the South Pole. It is
where Scott put his ship over the winter
when he staged his run to the Pole. So
keeping McMurdo is prudent and effici-
ent and environmentally desirable, since
we bring fuel and cargo here by ship very
cheaply compared to an airlift, and we
take out the waste that way too. A scientist
said McMurdo looks like the loading
dock of Antarctica, and that's what it is. It
also is the waste-management facility of
Antarctica for most of the U.S. operation.
And it is a research center of unparall-
eled importance.

The constraints are the environmental
impact, the footprint, the power we can
provide, the sewage we have to treat. The
ratio of support people and logistics to the
people who are doing the science is high.
We need to eliminate functions that are
not necessary. We need to go to a differ-
ent lifestyle—a community of the future—
that is highly regulated. Regulation is
resented in our society, but McMurdo pre-
sents an opportunity because it's a con-
trolled population, and actions are tightly
controlled by environmental law.

It's a community, really, that is the ulti-
mate paradox of this planet.

People worry about the sewage outfall
and the former dump. Yet the world un-
wittingly exported 226,796 metric tons of
fluorocarbons through the stratosphere to
Antarctica and destroyed the ozone layer.
When people talk of McMurdo's impact
they rarely talk of global change. Yet the
research at McMurdo in 1986 and 1987
gave us the smoking gun of chlorofluoro-
carbons (CFCs) as the cause of the ozone
hole and started the political process
around the world of banning the CFCs. An

experiment at McMurdo showed 15 per-
cent of the plankton are dying from expo-
sure to higher ultraviolet radiation from
the ozone hole; the effect on the other
communities we don't know yet. So this is
the scenario you are talking about. But
what you also are talking about is that over
more than 30 years some local atrocities—
speaking from the waste-management
perspective—have been committed.
Whether the court could convict you is
doubtful because there were no rules—
there are now. To ignore waste manage-
ment because it's hard and because we
need to be here for science and politics is
not acceptable anymore. So what do you
do? Do you haul the whole thing back
home, throw the people in jail? Do you say
you can ameliorate it? Burn the place to
the ground and start over?

Our friends in Greenpeace have left, or
they would have given you an education
on their point of view. Marching around
town, when they first came down, we had
some confrontations with them climbing
on our buildings, spitting on our people.
That cooled off when the government de-
cided to spend money on the cleanup. We
brought scientists in to measure the im-
pact, and they found the bottom of Winter
Quarters Bay has considerable amounts of
hydrocarbons and polychlorobiphenyls
(PCBs). (just outside the bay the sedi-
ments are clean.) Do you clean that up and
risk mobilizing the pollutants again? So it
is interesting to put your mind to work
and ask, "What can we do about it?"

People are key

In my opinion, the key is people. Every
person down there causes (we have differ-
ent numbers, we never agree on a number)
2 kilograms of waste a day. That's hard to
deal with—personal waste. What do you
do about it? The answer in my opinion is
to reduce the population. How do you
reduce the population when everybody
says, "I need more workers"? We have to
establish constraints and we have to de-
sign a community and facility that can
increase productivity while staying within
environmental rules.

The tourists, the environmentalists, the
Antarctic Treaty inspectors come down.
And we have to answer for what we did
and what we are going to do. Time and
time again you come back to this paradox.
We have to spend millions to deal with the
impact of a small community-1,200
people—while the world is affecting the
antarctic environment from the outside.
Our own society invented fluorocarbons.
You find insecticides down here that are
carried by the winds and by migrating
birds from all over the world. Few will
listen because of an ideology that says,
"Hey, you can't have a footprint down
there." But what are the values? What
footprint will we be allowed to make with
our research that will tell us about the

future of this planet? And what will the
politicians have to do to change how the
rest of us live?

So wherever you look, you see these
seemingly irreconcilable forces that work
on the place, that work on the people. Then
we started working with the architects on
the new McMurdo lab. It started in a simple
way. I remember saying to my architect
friends, "I have never dealt with architects
other than with my own house, and that
was with the builder, and he drove a bull-
dozer, and he went broke." I never bupt
that house. But I talked to this differeiht
community and the first question was,
"What color are you going to make this
beautiful science lab?"

In the summer you have dark bro n
volcanic soil because the snow is bloX
away. When you turn around and look at
the other side, there's the most majestic,
most beautiful scenery in the world—the
Transantarctic Mountains. On all sid4s,
you have the stark contrast of the oth^r
hutches in seasick green and blue and rust
red. And then there's this chameleon of a
science lab that turned out to be very nice.
Because it seems to adapt. If you stand on
a hill and you look down, it turns dark. it
blends in with the volcanic soil. With a
different sun angle it becomes shiny—not
quite like ice and snow, but close enough.
So thinking about the color of the lab
raised these questions: How would you
have done McMurdo originally? Would
you have tried to blend it in and design
our habitats and structures to conform to
this unique environment? Or do you say.
"They have to be functional, they selve
the purpose. Therefore, we are allowed'to
take the liberty of not fitting them in."

I was program manager of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research. I.M. Pei
designed the building in the Colorado foot-
hills, and he took the red sandstone out of
the foothills. While it is avant-garde from
an architectural point of view, it is not
offensive at all. I think it is a beautiful way
of not overwhelming the foothills. And it
is—I should say, it should be—a national
architectural monument. Why can't we o
something like this in the Antarctic?

And then you come to more vexing
questions. Why do we bring so much
manmade stuff here? Ice and snow dre
here already. People in the north for the u-
sands of years have lived with ice arid
snow for their habitats, for everythir Lg-
And we're learning that, if you do it rigIt,
if you manage ice and snow, it is excellent
material for infrastructure, for the port, J or
roads, for airports. You don't have to i^ n-
port materials. But you do have to invest in
engineering research. You have to learn
how to manage snow and ice in the Ant-
arctic. They are delicate materials, like the
courts for lawn tennis.

It is easier for countries new to Antarc-
tica. Take the Italians. They threw out their
nuclear program, so nuclear engineers
were without work. They said, "Why don't
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Design team's proposed town center shows changes to improve habiiability and efficiency of McMurdo Station.

we put these people to work and make an
antarctic program?" And they have done
a wonderful job. They started from scratch
and built a base for 60 people. It's the most
advanced, most environmentally competi-
tive base in all of the Antarctic. It has total
waste-water treatment. It has catalytic
converters on a diesel generator. They
have done everything they can. How-
ever, even that's not totally convincing,
because they are there with 60 people only
in the summer.

Which gets us to another point. There
are two phases of the Antarctic. One is the
night shift, with 6 months of dark, isola-
tion, and cold; and one is the summer
period. In summer we have 1,200 people,
and with the constraints of climate and
transport, and our present standards, the
waste is almost unmanageable. Last year
we took out 2,268 metric tons—batteries,
tires, construction material. What we lov-
ingly call food waste (other people call it
garbage) can't be shipped across the equa-
tor and so is incinerated or macerated.
When you get in an airplane in the Antarc-
tic you get a meal in a paper carton or bag.
It has maybe 10 to 15 items, all individu-
ally wrapped. It is a problem to segregate
that waste in the Antarctic. When there are
holidays—Christmas or Thanksgiving—
the town explodes with garbage. It comes
from one airplane and is distributed to the
1,200 people. All of a sudden you face

waste that seems unmanageable for sev-
eral days. Combine this with ignorance
and the spirit of individual rights and
people who refuse to cooperate and segre-
gate. They throw away anything they don't
want anymore, especially just before they
leave, including useful clothing. During
sortingin the incinerator building we found
enough items to make a whole altar—
cross, candles, Fibles. That's the nature of
our throwaway society. That's what you
have to cope with.

Which gets me back to the point of day
and night. I think a small crew in winter
can live in quite controlled conditions that
have acceptable impact. However, for the
big population In the summer, I see only
one remedy—cut it down! Cut it in half!
And even that population may be too much
if litigation prevails and leaves its shadow
over everythinS we do now.

Time and tinke again I come back to the
concept that the people are the key. The
communities—yours, the scientists—are
trying to remedy this. You cannot do it
quickly. And that's why I'm glad to see the
young people involved. During Environ-
ment 1, 1 got an education from the vi-
gnettes that were written with the designs.
I still remember one from a young woman
(she won honorable mention, I think) who
pointed out that what we wanted to do
couldn't be done. Anytime you set foot in
the Antarctic or you build a South Pole

station, you violate everything you're say-
ing. Her solution was that the thing would
slowly dissolve and drift away as a space
station. I've never forgotten that, and she
is right!

So we have to convince people that the
science we do in Antarctica is worth the
impact we make. Our very existence on
this planet has environmental impact—in
Antarctica, and Kansas, and everywhere
else. The best any of us can ever hope to do
is make sensible choices. Mankind has ex-
tended its reach—for good and for bad—
to the ends of the earth. We could not turn
back if we wanted to. The paradox of
McMurdo is the paradox of life itself.

Question and answer period

(The following questions were raised by the
audience to Dr. Wilkniss.)

Question. What do you want to leave
as a vision for the National Science Foun-
dation?

Answer. One answer is that we should
involve social scientists. This opportunity
may not fall within your project, but you
can make a beginning. We need to create a
"community of the future." Because we
can control it and have to control it, we can
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Environment 2 study team

The McMurdo study team comprised the
winning Environment 2 student team from the

University of Oregon, their architectural de-
sign professor, five of the six-member jury
from the American Institute of Architects
(AIA), an AIA facilitator, two guest architects

from Chile, and the National Science Founda-
tion sponsor, Guy G. Guthridge, who is man-
ager for the polar information program of the
Office of Polar Programs.

Student design team

Robert P. Heaney, team leader, has worked as
project coordinator, design technician, draft-

ing technician, and intern drafter, as well as
being the sole proprietor of his own residen-
tial design firm.

J. Diane Oliver, B.A. in biology and psychol-
ogy as well as 4 years of study in architectural

school, is currently enrolled in the Masters of
Landscape Architecture program at the Uni-
versity of Oregon. She also has been awarded
a grant to prepare plans for a salmon-stream
habitat restoration and for education interpre-

tive plans for three sites on the north fork of
the Coquille River, Oregon.
John C. Carper is currently studying history

at California State University; Sacramento, and
has studied engineering at the University of
California, Berkeley, and at Pennsylvania State
University.
Guntis Plesums, project mentor, is a professor

in the Department of Architecture at the Uni-
versity of Oregon and teaches an architecture
design studio that, in 1992, used the Environ-
ment 2 competition as the fifth-year project.
He is a Fulbright, Graham, and National En-
dowment for the Arts fellow.

Environment 2 jury

Audrey S. Carty was selected by the Ameri-
can Institute of Architecture Students (AIAS)
as the student member for the competition
jury. A graduate student in architecture at the
University of New Mexico, she has also stud-
ied at the Boston Architectural Center, the Uni-
versity of the Pacific, and Oxford University.
Robert Berkebile (FAIA), an accomplished and

influential environmentalist and preservation-
ist, has forged, as chairman of the AIA Com-
mittee on the Environment, a joint venture
with the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Department of Energy, private industry, and
the scientific and environmental communities
to create the criteria, methodology, and data-
base that has become the Environmental Re-

impose your architectural designs and
thinking. We can't try to control a commu-
nity to the point that people will revolt, but
we can set an example on this faraway
continent for how to do things. Remember
that Antarctica is halfway to space. And
the interior is so confined you can't even
go outside in winter. The continent is still

source Guide. He is founder and principal with
Berkebile, Nelson, Immenschuh, McDowell,
Inc. in Kansas City, Missouri.
C. James Lawler (FAIA) is sole proprietor of

C.J. Lawler Associates, an architectural firm
with varied experience in the design of edu-
cation facilities, offices, industrial buildings,

housing, and health facilities. He was elected
president of AIA in 1991 after serving 5 years
on its Board of Directors and is a member of
the Board of Directors of the National Archi-
tectural Accrediting Board.
G. W. Terry Rankine (FAIA), a founding mem-

ber of Cambridge Seven Associates, Inc., has
worked on projects ranging from architectural
and urban design to planning for education
facilities, commercial office buildings, trans-

portation, industrialized housing, and exhibi-
tion facilities. He has served on the AIA
National Board and was president of the Bos-
ton Society of Architects and the Massachu-
setts State Association of Arcthitects.
Christopher J. Smith (FAIA), president of CJS

Group Architects, Ltd., of Honolulu, Hawaii,
is a past AIA National Board Member and AIA
National Secretary, as well as President of the
Hawaii Society of AIA. His firm designed
McMurdo's new Albert P. Crary Science and
Engineering Center.

Team facilitator

James R. Franklin (FAIA), an architect, land-
scape architect, and planner, is a Resident Fel-
low of the American Institute of Architects.

Guest participants

Libertad Burgos, a registered architect in Chile
with a master's degree in urban and regional
planning, has continued to work on several re-
search grants from the Chilean Commission
for Science and Technology and has published
several articles based on her many trips to Ant-
arctica. She is a member of the International
Design for Extreme Environments Association
and the Chilean Association of Architects.
Marcia Poupin, a registered architect in Co-

lumbia and Chile with a masters degree in
urban and regional planning, focused her
post-graduate thesis on "Antarctic Human

Settlements," which initiated a new area in
research and academic studies. She has re-
ceived several grants from the Chilean Com-
mission for Science and Technology to
continue this work and has been invited to
participate in national and international semi-
nars on antarctic subjects.

only accessible for a few short months in
the summer, and the rest of the year it is
isolated. Therefore, we have a high degree
of control over what we do. We can tell
people before they go how they are ex-
pected to live. How you work that into the
architectural design of the community, I
don't know. How do you roll back what

we have? We have to show we are putti 9
our best people to work to see how we can
get out of this.	 I

Question. Part of this is a cultur^l
change that society needs to go througn.
Can McMurdo become the cutting edge of
this change in terms of how it is designed,
how it is managed, and how the peoF'le
there adopt a lifestyle that is not more
primitive, but more elegant, less consurn-
ing, more efficient?

Answer. In some national antarctic
programs you sign up for 2 years, and the
ship comes once a year. In our case, with
the sophistication of the science we're deal-
ing in, including satellites and commu^i-
cations, I think that would be a step back.
We could not fulfill the mission of t is
advanced science of which only we as a
nation are capable. But I think there is
another approach. We are creating these
waves of people and material because of
the accessibility of the area. Within a week
or two every October, we bring a thousar A
people and millions of pounds of equi:)-
ment and material to the Antarctic. Wh , 7?
Because we want to stretch the seaso n,
which at the South Pole may be 3 months
and at McMurdo may be 5 months. Thi m
the weather slows you and sometimes
kills you—quick, and no questions aske d.
So we are trying to jam all of this resear h
into a very short season. A way out mig^t
be to have year-round access. We ha^e
achieved that in the Antarctic Peninsula.
A solution for McMurdo could be to have
a year-round runway using existing mate-
rials—ice and snow—and make it possible
for people to fly in and out year round.
Think like a pilot who goes into the bush
of Alaska once a week—since the next
trip will come soon, maybe the stockpile
in the bush can be made smaller.

Question. The ratio of support to sci-
ence personnel is about six to one. How
many of the scientists there are doing
something in a lab that could be dope
anywhere else in the world in a lab if they
were connected electronically to the per-
son putting the probe in?

Answer. That's a good point, and we
are now getting high-rate data transm . s-
sion from the Antarctic to other continen1s.
We have the people doing the first
telerobotic experiments. That is a factor in
removing people from the continent by
doing telerobotics or telescience. But a lot
of research will always involve hands-on
work such as people collecting rock
samples or meteorites or observing animal
behavior or physiology.

Question. Is it realistic to get to a four-
to-one ratio of support personnel to scien-
tists by some creative planning?

Answer. I don't know. I started out by
saying in year one I wanted a 20-percent
reduction, and in year two, 50 percent. I
almost got choked!

Question. Ignoring the ecological im-
pact, is there enough scientific suppdrt
structure in the Antarctic?	I
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Long-duration balloon experiments aim probes
at Mars arid Sun

Answer. For the next decade or so, we
have all the scientific facilities in place
other than at the South Pole, where we are
building facilities for new astrophysical
research. The McMurdo lab and satellite
ground stations will satisfy requirements
there. The research ships are in place.
n.en we have the field requirements—a
big component with a lot of impact. The
research questions are becoming more
ur gent as the world tries to figure out how
to support 6 billion or 8 billion people at
decent standards of living when we still
On't know how the global environment is

A tarctic research
Continuedfrom page 3

an appreciation of the complexity of the
processes that drive our environment.

To meet the challenges that lie ahead,
an̂ alog among all parts of the national
a 

I 
international antarctic science, engi-

ne oring, environmental, and support
community needs to be established. With
cooperation, this dialog will encourage
an exchange of ideas that will strengthen
USAP by leading to innovation in our re-
search program, while providing protec-
tion of a most important environment. It
will open doors to new types of coopera-
tive projects, to research opportunities, as
well as the potentials presented by techno-
logical advances.

just as Dr. Gould observed that the
th ee previous ages reflected human intel-
lectual development, this "new age" re-
veals the growing awareness of the global
relevance of Antarctica and the results of
antarctic research. It reflects the realiza-
tion that both the physical and societal
environments are global systems that can-
not be understood by viewing only the
workings of a single part. Finally, this
Idnew age" emphasizes the importance of
cooperation among individuals and na-
tions to learn about the evolution of our
world and to predict our future.

Notes

Gould, Laurence M. 1978. The emer-
gence of Antarctica. In M.A.
McWhinnie (Ed.). Polar Research: To the
present, and the future. Washington,
D.C.: American Association for the
Advancement of Science, page 9.
Two papers ("The paradox of
McMurdo" and "Planning for tomor-
row at McMurdo") in this issue of the
Antarctic journal examine the facilities,
operations, and function of McMurdo
Station with an eye toward future im-
provements.

CORNELIUS SULLIVAN

DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF POLAR PROGRAMS
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

For the fourth year U.S. investigators,
supported by the National Science Foun-
dation (NSF), successfully launched two
834 thousand-cubic-meter, high-altitude
helium balloons ^^rom a site on the Ross Ice
Shelf near McMurdo Station, Ross Island
during December 1992. Each carried ex-
perimental detectors designed for support-
ing probes of Mars and the Sun.

The balloons, each larger than a Boeing
747, followed roaghly circular paths over
the central part of Antarctica, floating at
about 40 kilometers altitude. The first bal-
loon flight lasted about 10 days; the other
stayed aloft for 3 weeks before landing
again near McMurdo Station.

Both flights viere part of studies jointly
supported by the NSF and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Such huge balloons allow heavy experi-
ments to be carried to heights above all but
a small fraction of the atmosphere's mass
and provide researchers with access to an
environment that simulates the conditions
in space.

Side-by-side beneath one balloon—the
Long-duration Antarctic Mars-Calibration
Balloon (LAME;)—were two gamma-ray
detectors, one Russian and one American.
A twin of the U.S. detector is currently on
its way to Mars aboard the Mars Observer
spacecraft. When the spacecraft eventu-
ally attains orbi: around the red planet, the
detector will sense gamma rays being emit-
ted from the Martian surface. Such emis-
sions, which come from atoms rendered
radioactive by,--osmic-ray bombardment,
can be used to decipher the composition of
the planet's OLLter layer, thus ultimately
allowing reseatchers to map the geochem-
istry of Mars.

To gauge how accurately the detector
will work on distant Mars, scientists must
first test it on a:3ample of known composi-
tion. Unfortuna tely, a detector flying above
the earth cannot "see" through the dense
atmosphere to the surface the same way it
would be able to view Mars through that
planet's thinn,^r atmosphere. To mimic
more closely the conditions the spacecraft
will face, the balloon carried aloft a hopper
filled with about a ton of soil from the ice-
free valleys nEar Ross Island. This mate-
rial, which is of known composition, serves
as a stand-in fer Martian soil. The U.S. and
Russian detectors peered down into the
hopper from a distance of only a few cen-
timeters and measured the soil's emission
of gamma rays during the balloon's 10-
day circuit. The soil was then dumped into
another hopper beneath, enabling the re-
searchers to take a background reading of
cosmic ray flux.

"The first question is, do the U.S. and
Russian instruments get the same an-
swer'? " according to John Lynch, NSF pro-

gram manager for aeronomy and astro-
physics. "And secondly, do they get the
right answer, reflecting the soil's actual
composition?"

The second big balloon carried the larg-
est solar gamma-ray detector ever built—
the High-Resolution Gamma-Ray Spec-
trometer, with 12 large sensors—on a
double circuit around the South Pole for
about 3 weeks. This detector reads gamma
rays from the Sun, focusing on the nuclear
processes within solar flares. Understand-
ing these flares—actually violent magnetic
storms on the Sun's surface—will have
practical benefits, because flares can dis-
rupt satellite operations as well as commu-
nications and electrical systems on earth.

But why launch the balloons in Antarc-
tica with all the logistical obstacles this
poses? "Antarctica is better than any-
where else for long-duration ballooning,"
Lynch explains. "It is located at a high
geomagnetic latitude that most closely
mirrors the cosmic-ray flux of Mars. The
balloons also stay at a much more constant
altitude over Antarctica than they would
at temperate latitudes." At mid-latitudes
balloons can fluctuate as much as 10,000
meters in height over the course of day and
night as they heat up and cool down. In
Antarctica, however, the Sun does not set
this time of the year—it is always shining
on the balloon, minimizing the disruptive
effect of temperature variation on mea-
surements. These conditions also mean
the Sun can be observed nonstop.

Compared to that of the Arctic,
Antarctica's surface is relatively uniform
when viewed from space, making for a
smoother balloon flight. The amount of
light striking the balloon from below af-
fects how well it maintains a constant alti-
tude, and the Arctic's more varied sur-
face—a melange of clouds, rock, ice, and
open ocean—would give the balloon a
much bumpier ride if it were launched
near the North Pole.

The successful launches of high-alti-
tude helium balloons fromAntarctica since
1988 have provided scientists with a less
expensive alternative to costly low-orbit-
ing satellites. The lengthy, stable flights
permit the detectors to take a sufficient
number of measurements for the tests to
be accurate. The mid-December time pe-
riod, actually the middle of the austral
summer, offers the calm weather neces-
sary for the launches as well as the proper
circulation aloft to keep the balloons cir-
cling in a vortex around the pole.

LYNN SIMARSKI

PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIALIST

OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
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Dante's descent to
Mount Erebus's
lava lake thwarted

On New Year's Day 1993, the eigh.-
legged, spider-like robot Dante began I D
slowly creep down the slopes of 3,794-
meter Mount Erebus's outer crater, mov-
ing toward the inner crater and lava lak _
But, before the robot had gone more tha n
6.5 meters, researchers at the nearby ba ,, e
camp stopped its forward movement be-
cause of a computer problem. On 3 Janv-
ary the research team, having discovered a
break in the fiber-optic cable guiding Dant e,
decided to cancel the project for this au'-
tral summer.

Dante's trip into Mount Erebus is part
of a collaborative effort between a New
Mexico Institute of Mining and Techncl-
ogy geophysicist (supported by the N a-
tional Science Foundation) and Carnegi ^-
Mellon University robotic specialists (sup-
ported by the Natioanl Aeronautics and
Space Adminstration [NASA]). Although
the robotic specialists designed Dante with
extraterrestrial missions in mind, the geo-
physicists saw Dante as a means to safely
reach the floor of the inner crater and
collect seismic readings, gas samples, and
rocks. For the Carnegie-Mellon team this
was an opportunity to test their design
under some of the most extreme condi-
tions on Earth.

Despite its failure to reach the r
crater, Dante's designers view this year's
experience as a success. Communications
were established via satellite between the
robot and NASA personnel in the United
States, and the team did show that a re-
motely controlled robot can be used effec-
tively in Antarctica. The photos that fol-
low give a glimpse of this season's at-
tempt; they were provided by Philip Kyle,
New Mexico Institute of Technology and
Mining, and researchers from Carnegie-
Mellon.

Robot Dante being unloaded (top le't)
from helicopter at Mount Erebus Volcano

Observatory (altitude 3,353 meters).
Dante being loaded (middle) onto cart

(called Geryon) for trip to the volcanc's
crater (note tent-like structure in

background where robot was
assembled, then controlled via fibre-
optic cable. The 454-kilogram, 2.5-

meter-high robot aboard Geryon
approaches (bottom) the crater's edge.

On opposite page, Dante is positioned
for descent (top), then slowly begins
crawl (bottom) down crater wall as
steam rises from lava lake below.

Because of computer problem, mission
was aborted but robot was retrieved and

proved operable in Antarctica.
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T.O. Jones, retired senior NSF official, dies
Incineration halted at
McMurdo Station

On 22 March 1993 the National Science
Foundation (NSF) ceased operation of. an
incinerator at McMurdo Station, the larg-
est U.S. research station in Antarctica.
According to Lawrence Rudolph, acting
general counsel, NSF ceased incineration
while it further reviews options for dispos-
ing of food and food-contaminated waste.

NSF previously indicated in its Decem-
ber 1992 environmental assessment that it
would further review its food and waste
disposal options after receiving public com-
ment and additional monitoring data on
incineration. The public comment period
ended in late February 1993, and NSF ex-
pects to have additional incinerator moni-
toring data in the near future. In light of
the Clinton Administration's recent deci-
sion not to seek a rehearing in Environmen-
tal Defense Fund v. Massey,* Rudolph said
NSF's further review will be conducted in
full compliance with the National Envi-
ronmental Policy Act.

The efforts to fully address environ-
mental issues at McMurdo Station are con-
sistent with NSF's comprehensive waste
management study. With its 1991 decision
to close the Fortress Rocks dump and to
stop open burning of waste at McMurdo
Station, NSF adopted incineration as an
interim, environmentally preferable means
of disposing of certain wastes. Waste dis-
posal by incineration is expressly allowed
under the Protocol on Environmental Pro-
tection to the Antarctic Treaty.

NSF supports the protocol's goal of
pursuing scientific research while strength-
ening environmental practices in Antarc-
tica. Scientific research in Antarctica is
important to the understanding of global
ecological and environmental problems.

The protection of the antarctic environ-
ment continues to be the subject of intense
international and domestic concern.
Through a major $30-million, 5-year envi-
ronmental initiative, NSF has conducted
environmental research, commenced en-
vironmental monitoring, improved waste
management practices, cleaned up old sites
and removed waste, and preserved his-
toric and archaeological sites.

"NSF will continue to work with all
appropriate U.S. government agencies and
the U.S. environmental community to re-
view the operations of the U.S. Antarctic
Program," Rudolph said. These joint ef-
forts will assist NSF in its continuing stew-
ardship of the antarctic environment, he
added.

1n March 1993 the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia held in Environmental Defense
Fund v. Massey that the National Environmental
Protection Act (NEPA) does apply to NSF's activities in
Antarctica. The Administration haschosen nottoappeal
the decision or seek a rehearing. NSF has stated that
it will complywith the provisions of NEPA as they apply
to NSF's antarctic activities.

Thomas Oswell Jones, who was involved in
the National Science Foundation's (NSF) ant-
arctic program from 1958 until he retired in
1978, died on 7 March 1993 of pneumonia.
In 1958 Dr. Jones was placed in charge of the

U.S. Antarctic Research Program. When the
Division of Environmental Sciences was estab-
lished in 1965, he was appointed division di-
rector, and the Office of Antarctic Programs was
transferred to the environmental sciences di-
vision with him. After a reorganization of NSF
in 1969, Dr. Jones was appointed deputy assis-
tant director of National and International Pro-
grams, the directorate of which the Division of
Polar Programs was part. He continued as a
deputy assistant director of the agency until
March 1978 when he retired.

During the 21 years that he served at NSF, Dr.
Jones made 14 trips to Antarctica as part of
management and oversight responsibilities for
the U.S. Antarctic Research Program. He vis-
ited sites such as the Soviet station Mirnyy in
East Antarctica and made a number of trips
aboard the USNS Eltanin, a refurbished Navy
ship used by the United States to conduct re-
search in the southern oceans.

A chemist with a master's degree and doctor-
ate from the University of Wisconsin, Dr. Jones
taught chemistry for 20 years at Haverford

Wheeled C-1 30
successfully launched
from Pegasus runway

Antarctic veterans know that as the
austral winter approaches activity at
McMurdo Station intensifies to a fevered
pitch. Supplies and equipment, brought
by the yearly supply ship, must be trans-
ported along with fuel to the South Pole;
and summer personnel and equipment
must be moved off of the continent—all in
just a few short weeks.

The U.S. Antarctic Program (USAP) has
always depended on its ski-equipped Her-
cules (LC-130) airplanes to meet these end-
of-season demands because warmer mid-
summer temperatures cause the sea-ice
runway, used by wheeled C-5, C-141, and
C-130 airplanes, to thin, necessitating its
closing in December. As a result, air opera-
tions switch to the ski-equipped airplanes
that are capable of landing on and off from
the rougher surface of Williams Field,
USAP's skiway on the Ross Ice Shelf.

This year, however, USAP operations
entered a new phase. On 8 February 1993,
a LC-130, using its wheels rather than its
skis, took off for the first time from a newly
completed compacted-snow runway
known as "Pegasus."

Located about 10 kilometers from
McMurdo Station, the Pegasus runway is
approximately 1,830 meters long and 91
meters wide. It is built on more than 30

College in Pennsylvania, where he also served
as department chairman. During World War
11 he worked at the Manhattan Project at the
University of Chicago.

Through his ability to develop efficient mana-
gerial and diplomatic agreements, Dr. Jones
was instrumental in establishing several astro-
nomical observatories, including the Cerro
Tololo facility in Chile. He also redetermined
the chemical atomic weight of hydrogen,
which still stands in the international tables.

In recognition of his contributions to the U.S.
research program in Antarctica, the Jones
Mountains (73'32' S 94'00' W) on the Eights
Coast in West Antarctica were named for him.
He also received the Chilean Order "Al Meriot"
in 1963 for his work in advancing U.S.-Chilean
relations and was named an honorary mem-
ber of the Chilean Antarctic Circle for the
same reason. In 1970 he received the Found-
ation's Meritorious Service Award for "his in-
spirational administration of environmental
science programs, particularly his worldwide
acclaimed eminence in antarctic research ac-
tivities and his development of scientific co-
operative programs."
He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, the

American Geophysical Union, and the Ameri-
can Chemical Society.

meters of hard glacier ice, compared tcl
nearby Williams Field, which is built o .1about 10 meters of compacted snow. A
layer of snow, several inches thick, covers
the glacier ice surface of the Pegasus ru
way during November and December
when the Sun is at its maximum heighi
above the horizon, to protect the surfacE
from melting. In mid-January the snow i.,
stripped from the surface to make the run-
way ready for use in February.

The difference in construction betweein
the two runways means that wheeled air-
planes will be able to land near McMurdc
Station throughout the austral summer
As a result, the program will be able tc
use its LC-130s more efficiently to supply
inland sites, while taking advantage ol
the larger transport capacity of wheeleq,
airplanes.	 I

Planning for the runway and site selec-
tion was begun during the 1990-1991 aus-
tral summer under the direction of engi-
neers from the U.S. Army's Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory.
During the 1991-1992 austral summer, U.S.
engineers, assisted by experts from the
Russian antarctic program, began build-
ing the Pegasus runway. With construc-
tion completed in October 1992, a three-
phase test program began and was suc-
cessfully completed on 6 February 1993,
days before the first flight from the site.

The first flight from Pegasus carried 33
passengers. Because skis increase the
weight of the airplane and, consequently,
decrease the amount of cargo that can b

Continued on page I
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First remote geophysics observatory tracks
magnetic fields, aurora lights

The first of 600 unmanned geophysics
observatories began scanning the upper
atmosphere and magnetosphere tens to
hundreds of miles above Antarctica dur-
ing the 1992-1993 austral summer. About
80 kilometers from the South Pole, the
utomated geophysical observatory (AGO)

is part of a network that the National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF) plans to have in
place on the polar plateau by 1995. The
AGO network, developed under an NSF
grant to Lockheed, will supplement data
from inhabited antarctic stations.

A single AGO can store 2.7 gigabites of
data, about the equalivalent to a library of
3 million books, and can operate unat-
tended for a year. A warm, propane-pow-
ered oasis in the low-temperature envi-
ronment of the polar plateau, each AGO
houses two magnetometers that will mea-

sure changes in the Earth's magnetic field,
a radio telescope that will photograph the
aurora australis, and an all-sky camera
that also will photograph the aurora 700
times each day.

Although, presently each AGO costs
about $400,000, in the future they could
cost less than one-fifth as much. Despite
what appears to be a significant price tag,
John Lynch, NSF program manager for
aeronomy and astrophysics, points out,
"The only other way to get these measure-
ments would be to use a whole slew of
spacecraft, which would be considerably
more expensive. " A better understanding
of the upper atmosphere will help power
and communications companies design
systems to withstand the likely range of
magnetic radiation that now sets off mas-
sive power outages.

Near Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station, a technician

checks equipment at a
prototype automated

geophysical observatory (AGO),
the first of a planned AGO

network which began operation
this past austral summer. U.S.

researchers hope to deploy 600
of these units in remote areas of

Antarctica to take
measurements of the Earth's
magnetic field and the upper

atmosphere's interaction with
such phenomena as the aurora.

The AGO data will augment
observations from manned

stations.
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Wheeled
Continuedfrom page 14

carried by a C-130, 12 passengers would
have been cut from the flight if it had
departed from Willams Field. Airplanes
using the new runway will be able to carry
3,630 kilograms more in cargo and passen-
gers because they will be landing or taking
off on wheels instead of skis. What would
normally take four flights from Williams
Field will take only three flights from Pe-
gasus and will reduce the flight time be-
tween McMurdo Station and Christchurch,
New Zealand.

The hard-surface Pegasus runway of-
fers other improvements to USAP air op-
erations. Program managers hope that the
new runway will enable the program to
use larger wheeled air transports, like C-
141s, throughout the austral summer. If
these airplanes can be used to move cargo
and personnel between New Zealand and
Antarctica, then trips of USAP's ski-
equipped airplanes can be focused on
carrying fuel, supplies, equipment, and
personnel to inland sites. Additionally, a
long-term goal for Pegasus is to make
wheeled landings possible during the aus-
tral winter.

U.S. support and
science personnel
winter at three stations

The following lists NSF-supported re-
searchers and employees of Antarctic
Support Associates (ASA), the National
Science Foundation's (NSF) support con-
tractor, who are wintering at the three
U.S. year-round stations—McMurdo,
Amundsen-Scott South Pole, and Palmer—
during the 1993 austral winter, and U.S.
Navy personnel who wintered at
McMurdo Station during 1993. The list is
arranged by station with names in alpha-
betical order. For researchers, the title
of their research project and the name
of the institution to which the NSF grant
was awarded are indicated; for employees
of the contractor (ASA) and Navy person-
nel (NSFA), positions at the station are
included.

McMurdo Station
Able, Patrick, mechanic.
Addaman, John E., RM2, NSFA.
Alley, Richard D., E03, NSFA.
Ames, Bill, heavy equipment operator.
Ames, Jeffrey, general assistant.
Anderson, Kevin C., DC2, NSFA.
Andrew, Frederick A., CE2, NSFA.
Armstrong, John, dining room attendant.

Arnpt, Paul M., CM1, NSFA.
Arnsperger, Gregg, technician.
Atkins, Mary, carpenter.
Avila, Ramon, second cook.
Baker, Daniel, general assistant.
Bax, Timm, computer systems coordina-

tor.
Begnaud, Mark, electrician.
Belohlavy, Deborah, mapcon data.
Berggren, Allen, water plant technician.
Blaine, David L., RM3, NSFA.
Blustein, David, computer technician.
Bogle, Lori, materialsperson.
Bostick, John, heavy equipment mechanic.
Bowen, David, heavy equipment me-

chanic.
Bredl, Steven, mechanical engineer.
Brown, Larry, equipment operator.
Burkett, Joseph E., IC1, NSFA.
Cardran, William Jr., general assistant.
Carver, Thomas, second cook.
Case, Richard J., ET2, NSFA.
Cayo, Shawn M., RM3F, NSFA.
Cerullo, Michele R., BU2F, NSFA.
Chambers, Frederick, senior construction

coordinator.
Cofield, Johnny, power plant mechanic.
Coleman, Elizabeth, operator.
Copeland, John, "Geodetic satellite obser-

vations" (S-051), Applied Research
Laboratories, University of Texas at
Austin.

Craig Sr., Steven, mechanic.
Crawford, Neelon, photographer (W-005),

USAP writers and artists program.
Crenshaw, John, heavy equipment opera-

tor foreman.
Croke, Robert, communications technician.
Crossland, Mariah, operator.
DeCluitt, Chris, "Geodetic satellite obser-

vations" (S-051), Applied Research
Laboratories, University of Texas at
Austin.

Digregorio, Christina R., YN2, NSFA.
Dinsmore, Dianne, materialsperson.
Doherty, Sarah, science technician.
Dray, Gerald, DK1, NSFA.
Duby, Kenny, lineman helper.
Duke, Sean, carpenter.
Duke, Kimberly, dining room attendant.
Duke, Brian, boiler technician.
Dunn, Roy T., DC2, NSFA.
Dunsworth, Franklin, plumber foreman.
Dvorak, Antonia, field processing techni-

cian.
Echelbarger, Robert, small generator me-

chanic.
Eells, Gary, inventory technician.
Egeland, Roy, heavy equipment mechanic.
Egeland, Harry, light equipment mechanic.
Epps, Wade A., ENS, NSFA.
Evensen, David, water plant technician.
Fall, Cynthia, administrative support.
Ferris, Donald, ASA resident manager.
Fetter, Joseph R., HMCSF, NSFA.
Finley, Robert L., HMC, NSFA.
Fraley, William, light equipment mechanic.
Fraser, Matthew R., electrician helper.
Freeman, J.B., electrician foreman.
Freese, George W., BU1, NSFA.
Gabrisch, Gerald, materialsperson.

Gabrisch, Richard, tool clerk.
Gibbs, David, preventive maintenar ce

mechanic.
Gibson, Jason, materialsperson.
Gibson, Stephen, inventory technician.
Gilmer, Jason H., DC3, NSFA.
Gilmor, Patrick J., E02, NSFA.
Gomez, Michael, pipefitter.
Gomez, Michelle, materialsperson.
Gould, Tyler, equipment operator.
Gould, Carol, materialsperson.
Gulick, Cheryl, materialsperson.
Haals, Bill, McMurdo supervisor.
Hackett, Malachy, electrician.
Hale, Cynthia, materialsperson.
Hallett, Diane K., RMC, NSFA.
Herring, Christophe, water plant n

chanic.
Heye, Steven, programmer.	I

Hickerson, Dan, preventive maintenance
mechanic.

Hicks, Danny, welder.
Hill, Kay, painter.
Hill, Pam, human resources.
Hilliard, Tim, equipment operator.
Hitt, Nicholas J., SWC, NSFA.
Hoagland, Marybeth, materialsperson.
Holt, Eddie, food service supervisor.
Hoog, Thomas, electrician.
Hoy, Donald, assistant cook.
Huender, Kim, materialsperson.
Ingvalsen, Michael C., MS1, NSFA.
Jachyrnowski, Steve, utility mechanic.
Johnson, Anders, equipment operator.
Johnson, Jesse, general assistant.
Johnson, Linda, baker.
Johnson, Paul K., ET2, NSFA.
Joyce, Karen, materialsperson.
Kaufman, Frank, lineman.
Klein, Alison, clerk typist.
Kober, Wendy, boiler technician.
Koeckeritz, Wayne A., EA3, NSFA.
Krippner, Steve, supervisor.
Krippner, Linda, assistant laboratory sti-

pervisor.
Kuder, Shellye, materialsperson.
Kuehn, Bradley, sheetmetal foreman.
Labelle, Jill, administrative support.
Lange, Daral, heavy equipment operatdr.
Lankford III, Thomas, sheetmetal worker.
Larsen, Mark, electrician.	 I

Layden, Robert, dining room attendenL
Layman, William, heavy equipment me-

chanic.
Lee, Robin, painter, foreman.
Lester, James, heavy equipment mechanic.
Lewis, Dante L., E02, NSFA.
Lewis, Sharon, trouble clerk.
Long, Calvin B., SK2, NSFA.
Longyear, Andrew, draftsperson.
Maddy, Frank, plumber.
Magee, Joseph, inventory technician.
Martin, Al, National Science Foundation,

station manager, McMurdo Station.
Martin, David, utility mechanic.
Matheson, Donald, machinist.
McCann, Sheri, clerk typist.
Meyers, Joanne, boiler technician.
Miller, Brian, carpenter.
Mjolsness, Lawrence, maintenance super-

visor.
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Campout, 26 July 1992, at the Earth's South Pole

Moore, Melvin, materialsperson.
Morehouse, David, materialsperson.
Morrow, Michael G., LT., officer-in-charge,

NSFA.
Moxon, Chris, water plant mechanic.
Moxon, Jennifer, materialsperson.
Murray, Jeffrey, inventory technician.
Myers, Bryon, AG2, NSFA.
Navarro, Kenneth, senior materialsperson.
Nelson, Kjell, materialsperson.
Nelson, Scott, boiler mechanic.
O'Brien, Ronald, water plant technician.

Ogden, Andy J., BU3, NSFA.
O'Kelley, Albert, heavy equipment me-

chanic.
O'Kelly, Jodie, clerk typist.
Osborne, James W., DC1, NSFA.
Osterhouse, Michael P., AG1, NSFA.
Paige, Tommy, first cook.
Palko, Robert, senior communications

technician.
Parker, Donald C., HMC, NSFA.
Parr, James, general assistant.
Paul, Helen, power plant technician.
Pettit, Joseph, project engineer.
Pierce, Keri, dining room.
Pierce, Bryan, carpenter helper.
Pineda, Alfredo M., PN1, NSFA.
Poehler Sr., Donald, lineman foreman.
Porter, Donald L., EA1, NSFA.
Powell, Larry, insulator foreman.
Power, Jarold E., BU2, NSFA.
Prchlik, Dawn, communications techni-

cian.
Prchlik, Richard, electrician helper.
Raleigh, Judith L., AC1, NSFA.
Ransdell, Gary, facilities engineer.
Rasor, John, power and water supervisor.
Redding, Rowdy A., SK1, NSFA.
Redlon, Matthew, general assistant.
Reed, Martin, explosive handler.
Regan, Rose, heavy operator.
Rehmel, Robert S., ET1, NSFA.
Richter, Allen, boiler mechanic.
Ricketts, Mitchell S., RM3, NSFA.
Riddle, John, hazardous waste.
Riddle, Tara, general assistant.
Riker, David, materials foreman.
Rogers, Peggy, assistant cook.
Santos, Francisco P., SK2, NSFA.
Schilling, Darin, light equipment mechanic.
Schmidt, Alecia C., SH2, NSFA.
Schmidt, Jeffrey S., ABF2, NSFA.
Schmit, James W., AG3, NSFA.
Segler, Richard, utility mechanic.
Seitz, John, preventive maintenance me-

chanic.
Sheid, Robert, machinist.
Shelton, Nathan, power plant technician.
Shoemaker, Troy D., DC2, NSFA.
Short, Charles, scheduler.
I;hort, Alice, work-order planner.
Simonson, John, materialsperson.
Simpson, Robert, switchgear technician.
Smith, David, power plant technician.
Smith, Eric-, carpenter.
I;mith, Scott, plumber.
,moot, Austin C., DC1, NSFA.

I;oper, Mathew, carpenter.
Spangler, Debra, materialsperson.
r.,tacy, Sharon, materialsperson.

Editor',,; note: Each year a small group of Ameri-

cans choose to winter at the three U.S. year-round
stations in Antarctica. For those of its who leave

the icy southernmost continent at the end of the

austral summer, "wintering over" evokes iniages

qf isolation, hardship, darkness, and bitter cold.

Station 1^eappears to bepunctuated only by those

"big" events that we have all come to anticipate—

station "closing," the midwinters air drop,

Midwinter's Day, a chance visit by one of the re-
search ships, and theanticipation ofstation open-

ing. But, what is daily life like? What about the

smallevents orcelebrations that help thelong, dark

days move by more quickly?

The story thatfollows was written during the

1992 austral winter by the station science leader

Steven Warren (Department ofAtmospheric Sci-

ences, University of Washington). Through it,

Warren gives us a glimpse of what people do dur-

ing the winter when they are not conducting ex-

periments, observing phenomenon, or working

diligently to maintain thestation and theirequip-

ment. The other participants were Martha Stathis

and Andrew Logan (employees ofAntarctic Sup-

port Associates) and Peter Surrey (a researcher

collecting cosmic-ray data for a University of

Delaware project).

When I brought up the idea of a winter
campout at lunch one day back in March,
Martha was the one to show the most inter-
est. She had previously lived in a tent for sev-
eral long summers as a backcountry ranger
in the North Cascades, but this would be a
new experience, even for her.

The purple Macpac tent I had bought in

Tasmania 4 years ago was going to be put to
a severe test. Would it shatter into a million
pieces when exposed to the cold air? We
didn't know. Saturday evening we erected it
in the com puter room. (Drew, the computer
manager, promptly posted a sign—"Camp-

ing $5; free use of the Vax included.")

I We cut sections of 5-centimeter-thick
styrofoam "blueboard" to cover the floor of
the tent and placed on top of them a layer of
closed-cell ensolite pads, then four wool blan-
kets, then two lightweight sleeping bags.
Finally, we added three very heavy green
Eddie-Bauer down-filled bags, each lofting to
about 20 centimeters: one for Martha to crawl
into, and one for me, and the third spread out
over the top. All this fluff filled the tent more

Starling, David, materialsperson.
Stiehr, Tracy, shop foreman.
Stinson, Matthew, computer technician.
Stokes, Ralph, construction supervisor.
Stoll, James, heavy equipment mechanic
Strasser, David, water plant technician.
Strong, Sherwood, electrician foreman.
Sumrow, Jeffery W., ET3, NSFA.
Swatman, Daniel D., CEI, NSFA.
Sweeney, Brian A., SK2, NSFA.
Swett, Rob, carpenter.
Tams, Eileen, material requisition.
Taylor, Michelle, clerk typist.

than halfway to its roof, and puffed the walls

out so that tent-pegs were unnecessary.
The tent had to be partly dismantled to carry

through the door, so we reassembled our
masterpiece outside the building, then
perched the whole thing on a pair of sleds, "a
mobile home." The tent fabric became stiff in
the cold air and crackled at the touch, but it

didn't break. Drew and Peter pulled the sleds
out of the dome and up toward the runway,
while Martha steadied the tent and I searched
with a powerful flashlight to find the Geo-
logical Survey marker indicating the Pole.
The sky was clearing, the wind weakening

and shifting to the East, the temperature drop-
ping. The stars brightened and broad wavy

auroras streaked across the sky. After setting
the tent on a patch of flat snow at the Pole,
we went back to the station to change into
bedclothes that could also be worn for the
walk out to the tent. I wore two "balaclava"

facemasks, puffy down mittens, a down
parka, down pants, socks, and the foam lin-
ers of my moon-boots. Even with all this bulk

in my sleeping bag, I was still quite comfort-

able, even able to roll over.
For 7 hours Martha and I were the southern-

most people on earth, and actually quite
warm. I had expected my wool balaclavas to
become caked with ice, stiff and unbreathable,
as they do on 3-hour walks to the snowpit.

However, the tent interior became warm
enough that our breath froze not on the
balaclavas but instead on the sleeping bags
and tent walls. At 7:30 this morning we

emerged from the frost-coated bags to a
clearer, colder scene. 

We 
quickly aborted our

fumbling attempts to pull on our boots, and
decided instead just to walk back to the sta-

tion in the liners.
The only painful part of this whole excursion

was closing the tent door this morning as we
left, because the zippers couldn't be pulled
with big clumsy mittens. My hands (wearing

thin gloves) had to dash back into the puffy
mittens several times before the task was com-

pleted. Back at the station, I went to the weather
office to read the air temperature. It was about
average for winter here, -62 'C (-80'F).

That's all for this story.
just call it a July weekend campout in our

own backyard!

Taylor, Michael, materialsperson.
Teeter, Anita, general assistant.
Thompson, Randall, heavy equipment

operator.
Todd, Phillip, materialsperson.
Truesdale, Greg, plumber.
Vance, Terrell R., ET2, NSFA.
Van Hoose, Barbara, clerk typist.
Van Hoose, William, preventive mainte-

nance mechanic.
Vargas, Luis A., ABF1F, NSFA.
Vissers, Harold, plumber.
Wagner, Todd, lineman.
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Waldo, Kelly, operator.
Wanebo, John E., station physician.
Warnecke, Johnny R., E01, NSFA.
Werner, Greg, heavy equipment operator
White, Kevin, boiler mechanic.
White, John Jr., materialsperson.
Whittier, Wesley, boiler technician.
Wicker, Curtis J., E03, NSFA.
Wilson, Karen S., SK217, NSFA.
Yobs, William E., UT2, NSFA.
Younger, Marilyn, assistant cook.

layer" (S-203), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.

Trimble, Curtis, "Advanced telescope
project (ATP) and antarctic submilli-
meter telescope and remote observa-
tory (AST/RO) tests" (S-137B), Univer-
sity of Chicago, Yerkes Observatory.

Ward, Alan, "Satellite surveying and seis-
mology" (S-052A), U.S. Geological Sur-
vey.

White, Larry, heavy equipment mechanic.
Wisneski III, Stanley, station manager, sp.

Vostok
Tchistzakov, Valerey, "Concentration and

isotopic composition of oxygen, nitro-
gen, and argon in trapped gases from
the Vostok ice core" (S-161), Univer^
sity of Rhode Island.

President of U.S. sends Midwinter's Day
greetings to antarctic stations

Palmer Station
Archer, Andrew, science technician.
Baltz, Ronnie, materialsperson.
Desaulniers, Nicole, assistant laboratory

supervisor.
Galles, Tom, power plant mechanic.
Meis, James, communication.
Ness, Gerald, station manager.
Peterson, Corey, administrative.
Stone, Gary, cook.

Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station
Bruce, Steve, construction coordinator.
Carlson, Robert, plumber.
Cook, Jerome, communications coordina-

tor.
Coulthard, Andy, "Observation of very-

high gamma-ray sources from the South
Pole" (S-125), University of Wisconsin.

Crane, Warren, electrician.
Dickens, Jordan, electrician.
Dilley, Danya, physician.
Doren, Darrell, materialsperson.
Dunn, Raymond, "National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration South
Pole monitoring for climate change" (S-
257), Climate Monitoring and Diagnos-
tics Laboratory, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.

Grant, Bettie, meteorologist.
Groeneveld, Carl, "National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration South
Pole monitoring for climate change" (S-
257), Climate Monitoring and Diagnos-
tics Laboratory, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.

Jensen, Rodney, general maintenance me-
chanic.

Klinedinst, Peggy, meteorologist.
Lux, Paul, power plant mechanic.
Massey, Joseph, communication.
McAfee, Bill, computer technician.
McDermott, Cathleen, "Satellite survey-

ing and seismology" (S-052A), U.S. Geo-
logical Survey.

McNerney, Paula Ann, science technician.
McNitt, Katharine, "National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration South
Pole monitoring for climate change" (S-
257), Climate Monitoring and Diagnos-
tics Laboratory, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.

Noring, Kari, cook.
Noring, Randall, materialsperson.
Parlin, John, carpenter.
Price, Kathryn, science technician.
Sharp, Kathie, "Observational and model-

ing studies of episodic events in the
south polar atmospheric boundary

President Bill Clinton in mid-JUne sent a
Midwinter's Dav message to antarctic resi-
dents. The message was as follows:

Midwinter's Day Message 1993
The White House, Washington, D.C.

On this Midwinter Day, I send greetings to till

those winteringat stations 
in 

Antartica. Antartica,

remote and alien, beckoned to the carly explorers.

The frozen land was challenge, an opportunity to

sedprofit and to conquer the unknown. Scientists

followed these pathfinders, knowing that Antarc-

tica holds vital inforination about our planets past.

They probed ice and rock, ocean and atmosphere to

expose the record of Earths evolution and the keys

to understanding ourfuture. Soon, the new knowl-

edge derivedfrom science replaced profit as theprin-

cipal motivation .for antarctic activities.

Through antarctic research, scientists havegained

a clearer understanding of our relationship to the

globalprocesses controlling our environment. Most

recently, t/wil brought to us an early warning about

the adverse impacts of some byproducts of modern

Four ARS volumes
available from the
American Geophysical
Union

During 1992 and the beginning of 1993,
four volumes were added to the Antarctic
Research Series—Molluscan systematics and
biostratigraphy (Volume 55), The antarctic
paleoenvironment: A perspective on global
change (Volume 56), Contributions toantarc-
tic research III (Volume 57), and Biology of
the antarctic seas XXII (Volume 58). Prices
and ordering codes are included in the
table accompanying this article. All four
books can be purchased from: American
Geophysical Union; Orders; 2000 Florida
Avenue, N.W.; Washington, D.C. 20009
(telephone 202/462-6900; fax 202/328-
0566; or electronic mail CUST–SER@
KOSMOS.AGU.ORG)

Molluscan systematics and biostratigra-
phy (Volume 55), by Jeffrey D. Stilwell and

industry. Chemicals used throughout the rest of the

world entered the stratosphere and .lbund their slow,

sure way to Antarctica. By analyzing more than
20 years of data, researchers detected a thinning in
the ozone layer that protects life .froin the Suns

hartriful rays. Later, other investigators identified

the mechanisin and the chemicals involved in this

phenomenon, results that hastened worldwide

measures to deal with this global problem.

Thus, i^ydiscoveringthecauseof the "ozonehole,"

antarctic researchers gave the world thegift qf new
knowledge, and the dramatic entry of this knowl-

edge into our lives aided us in seeing a more en-

lightened wayof interacting with the environ inept t.

You have not uncovered the last of Antarcticas

secrets, just as the rest qf its have yet to resolve our
relationship with the natural world. But your per-

severance 
in 

that special 
and 

daunting place will

bring inore news, andyour dedication is 
an 

example

for all tofiollow. I wish you every success and a safe
return to your homes andfamilies.

Bill Clinton

William J. Zinsmeister, focuses on the low^
er Tertiary La Meseta Formation of
Seymour Island, Antarctic Peninsula rei.
gion. This formation contains the most
diverse and best-perserved examples of
early Tertiary invertebrate faunas in the
Southern Hemisphere.	i

In the 202-page volume the authors
discuss the results of investigations con-
ducted on Seymour Island during five
auatral summer field seasons. During the
course of these investigations, the paleon-
tologists and geologists collected more than
10,370 specimens of molluscs from 196
sites. From these specimens they have ideni-
tified 170 different species, including 123
new species.

With these data the authors hope to
establish a clearer understanding of high,
latitude nearshore environments and
benthic communities. The intent of their
investigation was to systematically cata4'.
logue mulluscan fauna in the formation
and use these data to develop a biostrati,
graphic zonation of shallow-water shelf
organisms for the early Tertiary. The re,
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salts will help describe the composition of
early antarctic marine communities living
in shallow waters and provide new insight
into Antarctica's role in the origin and
distribution of many modern day groups
of molluscs in the southern hemisphere.

The antarctic paleoenvironment: A per-

spective on global change, part one (Volume
56) is a 400-page compilation of 18 papers
that focus on the long-term evolution of
Antarctica's environment and biota and is
intended to help place the modern system
in historical perspective. Edited by James
P. Kennet and Detlef A. Warnke, this book
is the first of two volumes that considers
the paleoenvironmental and biotic evolu-
tion of the antarctic region.

Based on work presented at the 1991
conference "The role of the southern ocean
and Antarctica in global change: An ocean
drilling perspective," this volume and its
companion piece will make the results of
ocean drilling more widely available to the
scientific community. Its 18 papers cover a
variety of topics, ranging from plate tec-
tonic reconstructions of the region to in-
vestigations of the fossil record. The book
begins with a discussion of the evolution
of plate tectonics over the last 200 million
years. Following this, the papers are or-
dered by geologic age, beginning with the
late Cretaceous and ending with the mod-

ern southern oceans. Two papers focus on
the late Cretaceous, seven on the Paleo-
gene, and seven on the Neogene to the
modern. By arranging the contributions
this way, the editors felt they could better
emphasize how the antarctic environment
and biotic system evolved.

Contributions to antarctic research III (Vol-
ume 57) brings together seven contribu-
tions related to geology, geophysics, and
glaciology. Edited by David Elliot, the 168-
page volume covers the following topics:
* Spectral irradiance and bio-optical prop-
erties in perennially ice-covered dry val-
ley lakes;
0 oxygen isotope studies of ice fields
surrounding Reckling Moraine, East Ant-
arctica;
* late Quaternary glacial history of the
western continental shelf of the northern
Antarctic Peninsula region;
* scallop shell mineralogy and crystalline
characteristics;
e evidence for a grounded ice sheet on the
Ross Sea continental shelf during the late
Pleistocene;
o Pliocene-Pleistocene seismic stratigra-
phy of the Ross Sea; and
o analysis of gravity measurements on the
Ross Ice Shelf.

Biology of the antarctic seas XXII (Vol-
ume 58) was edited by Stephen Cairns and

provides results from recent antarctic field-
work. The 160-page book is composed of
three papers on marine organisms from
the antarctic and subantarctic waters, in-
cluding the southeastern Indian Ocean,
the Tasman Sea, the southwestern Pacific
Ocean, and the Ross Sea.

With support from the National Sci-
ence Foundation the American Geophysi-
cal Union (AGU) publishes the Antarctic
Research Series (DPP 89-15494), which is
designed to present detailed research re-
sults, includes monographs and long
manuscripts. The series makes the results
of antarctic fieldwork available to scien-
tists and others actively engaged in antarc-
tic or closely related research.

Most volumes in this series concentrate
on specific geographic areas, but to pro-
vide more complete access to information
many volumes focus on a particular disci-
pline, including marine biology, ocean-
ology, meteorology, upper atmosphere
physics, terrestrial biology, geology, glaci-
ology, human adaptability, engineering,
and environmental protection. These topi-
cal volumes normally are devoted to pa-
pers in one or two disciplines. Addition-
ally, in 1990 AGU began publishing
multidisci-plinary volumes, which are
open to papers from any scientific disci-
pline, to speed up the publication process.

Foundation awards of funds for antarctic projects,
28 November 1992 to 1 March 1993

Following is a list of National Science
Foundation antarctic awards made from
28 November 1992 to 1 March 1993. Each
i em contains the name of the principal
i vestigator or project manager, his or her
. titution, a shortened title of the project,
't^se award number, and the amount
awarded. If an investigator received ajoint
award from more than one Foundation
program, the antarctic program funds are
listed first, and the total amount of the
award is listed in parentheses. Award num-
^ers for awards initiated by the Office of
Folar Programs contain the prefix OPP,
and those by the Division of Ocean Sci-
ences, the prefix OCE.

Biology and medicine
Baker, Bill J. Florida Institute of Technol-

ogy, Melbourne, Florida. The chemical
ecology of shallow-water antarctic ma-
rine invertebrates in McMurdo Sound.
OPP 91-17216 $96,105.

Bowser, Samuel S. Health Research, Inc.,
Albany, New York. Test morphogen-
esis in giant antarctic foraminifera. OPP
92-20146. $126,425.

I

J une 1993

Connell, Laurie B. University of Washing-
ton, Seattle, Washington. Development
of a system for the isolation of genes
involved in cold adaptation in antarc-
tic yeasts. OPP 92-20138. $18,000.

Holm-Hansen, Osmund. University of
California, San Diego, California. Ef-
fects of ozone-related increased UV-B
fluences on photosynthesis, photoad-
aptation, and viability of phytoplank-
ton in antarctic waters. OPP 92-20150.
$130,550.

Howes, Brian L. Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution, Woods Hole, Mas-
sachusetts. Antarctic dry valley lakes:
Pathways of organic matter produc-
tion and decomposition. OPP 91-18363.
$138,000.

Kareiva, Peter M. University of Washing-
ton, Seattle, Washington. Foraging be-
havior and the dispersion of pelagic
birds. OPP 92-20128. $126,794.

Karl, David M. University of Hawaii, Ho-
nolulu, Hawaii. Long-term Ecological
Research (LTER) on the antarctic ma-

rine ecosystem: Microbiology and car-
bon flux. OPP 91-18439. $112,764.

Kleppel, Gary S. Nova Ocean Science Cen-
ter, Dania, Florida. Antarctic ice-edge
bloom: Its importance to intermediate
trophic levels. OPP 92-22715. $79,865.

Kooyman, Gerald L. University of Califor-
nia, Scripps Institution of Oceanogra-
phy, La Jolla, California. Biology of
king and emperor penguins while at
sea. OPP 87-15864. $152,422.

McClintock, James B. University of Ala-
bama, Birmingham, Alabama. The
chemical ecology of shallow-water ant-
arctic marine invertebrates in
McMurdo Sound. OPP 91-18864.
$47,114.

Roby, Daniel D. University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, Alaska. Stomach oils and
reproductive energetics in antarctic
seabirds. OPP 93-96014. $26,609.

Ross, Robin M. University of California,
Santa Barbara, California. Long-term
ecological research on the antarctic
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marine ecosystem: An ice-dominated
environment. OPP 90-11927.$580,000.

Sidell, Bruce D. University of Maine, Orono,
Maine. Adaptations to counter diffu-
sional constraints in muscle of
channichthyid icefishes. OPP 92-20775.
$144,559.

Stegeman, John J. Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution, Woods Hole, Mas-
sachusetts. Cytochrome P450 forms,
function, and regulation in antarctic
fish species. OPP 92-19418. $149,598.

Torres, Joseph J. University of South
Florida, Marine Science Institute,
Saint Petersburg, Florida. The antarc-
tic ice- edge bloom: Its importance to
intermediate trophic levels. OPP 92-
20493. $180,235.

Zapol, Warren M. Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts.
Physiological studies of free-diving
Weddell seals. OPP 91-18192.$113,746.

Marine and terrestrial geology and geo-
physics

Bell, Robin E. Columbia Lamont Earth
Observatory, Palisades, NewYork. Air-
borne gravity for the CASERTZ pro-
gram. OPP 91-00155. $64,878.

Dalziel, Ian W. University of Texas, Aus-
tin, Texas. Tectonic evolution of the
antarctic sector of the pacific margin:
Mesozoic and Paleozoic development
of Marie Byrd Land II. OPP 89-17127.
$60,000.

Feldmann, Rodney M. Kent State Univer-
sity, Kent, Ohio. Paleobiology of high-
latitude decapod crustacean assem-
blages. OPP 92-17538. $41,398.

Hart, Stanley R. Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution, Woods Hole, Mas-
sachusetts. Antarctic rift and hot-spot
volcanism. OPP 91-17853. $107,772.

Hayes, Dennis E. Columbia Lamont Earth
Observatory, Palisades, New York. The
Pacific margin of the Antarctic Penin-
sula: A marine geophysical study of
the tectonic evolution of Andean-type
orogens. OPP 89-17332. $32,000.

Kennett, James P. University of California,
Santa Barbara, California. Cenzoic
paleoceanographic and climate devel-
opment of the antarctic region based
on oceanic sediment sequences. OPP
92-18720. $85,000.

Kyle, Philip R. New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology, Socorro, New
Mexico. Mount Erebus Volcano Ob-
servatory: A pilot study for seismic,
gas, and robotics surveillance. OPP
91-18056. $69,136.

Lawver, Lawrence A. University of Texas,
Austin, Texas. Antarctic marine heat
flow. OPP 90-19247.$143,010.

Marsh, Bruce D. Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, Baltimore, Maryland. Solidifica-
tion front instability and silicic chaos
in basaltic sills. OPP 91-17576. $63,334
($95,000).

Mensing, Teresa M. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Evidence for recent
climate change and post-Jurassic vol-
canism in southern Victoria Land. OPP
91-18485. $48,535.

Mukasa, Samuel B. University of Michi-
gan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Tectonic
evolution of the antarctic sector of the
Pacific margin IL Mesozoic and Paleo-
zoic development of eastern Marie
Byrd Land. OPP 90-14854. $40,012.

Nishiizumi, Kunihiko. University of Cali-
fornia, Scripps Institute, La Jolla, Cali-
fornia. Evidence for recent climate
change and a Cretaceous thermal event
in southern Victoria Land. OPP 91-
18560. $23,303.

Sears, Derek W. University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, Arkansas. Natural ther-
moluminescence levels in antarctic
meteorites and related studies. OPP
88-17569. $7,470.

Taylor, Edith L. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Paleobotany and bio-
stratigraphy of the Allan Hills area.
OPP 91-18314. $90,000.

Wise, Sherwood W. Florida State Univer-
sity, Tallahassee, Florida. Campanian
to Cenozoic calcareous nannofossil
biogeography of the South Atlantic
Ocean and southern ocean basins
based on new ODP drill cores. OPP 91 -
18480. $44,247 ($88,494).

Ocean and climate studies
Jeffries, Martin 0. University of Alaska,

Fairbanks, Alaska. Sea ice physical-
structural characteristics: Develop-
ment & Synthetic Aperature Radar sig-
nature in the Pacific sector of the south-
ern ocean. OPP 91-17721. $140,000.

Keeling, Ralph F. University of California,
Scripps Institute, La Jolla, California.
Air sampling for atmospheric 0 2 mea-
surements at the South Pole. OPP 92-
18527. Support only.

Martinson, Douglas G. Columbia Lamont
Earth Observatory, Palisades, New
York. A physical / chemical /biological
simulation model of southern ocean
air-sea-ice interactions to predict car-
bon source/sink intensity. OPP 92-
22304. $149,843.

Shen, Hayley H. Clarkson University,
Potsdam, New York. Wave and pan-
cake ice interactions. OPP 92-19165.
$66,002.

Warren, Stephen G. University of Wash-
ington, Seattle, Washington. Climate
processes on the antarctic plateau. OPP
91-20380. $225,000.	i

Astronomy, aeronomy, and upper atmo-
sphere research

de Zafra, Robert L. State University of
New York, Stony Brook, New York.
Measurement of stratospheric tra0e
gases for an annual cycle at the South
Pole. OPP 91-17813. $71,480.

Baker, Kile B. Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland. High-latitude
ionospheric plasma dynamics. OPP 91-
19571. $137,200.	1

Berkey, Frank T. Utah State University,
Logan, Utah. All-sky camera studies
of the aurora australis. OPP 91-19382.
$40,214.

Deshler, Terry L. University of Wyoming,
Laramie, Wyoming. Insitu measure-
ments of polar stratospheric clouds,
condensation nuclei, and ozone in the
springtime antarctic stratosphere. OPP
90-17805. $348,710.

Harper, Doyal A. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois. A center for astro-
physical research in Antarctica. OPP-
89-20223. $2,500,000.

Hernandez, Gonzalo J. University of
Washington, Seattle, Washington.
Antarctic neutral thermospheric and
mesospheric dynamics and thermo-
dynamics. OPP 90-17484. $125,000,
($135,000).

Inan, Umran S. Stanford Universit3,
Stanford, California. VLF remote sen,, ^-
ing of thunderstorm and radiation-beft
coupling to the ionosphere. OPP 90-
20687. $71,636.

Rosenberg, Theodore J. University of Mary-
land, College Park, Maryland. Polar
Experiment Network for Geophysical
Upper-atmosphere Investigation;s
(PENGUIN). OPP 89-18689. $400,000.

Rust, David M. Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland. An optical in-
vestigation of the genesis of solar ac-
tivity. OPP 91-19807. Support only
($163,250).	 1

Glaciology
Ashley, Gail M. Rutgers University, New

Brunswick, New Jersey. The role of
frazil ice and anchor ice in sediment4-
tion in subpolar glacial marine envi-
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ronments, Antarctica. OPP 92-18496
$29,300.

Baker, Ian. Dartmouth College, Hanover,
New Hampshire. In situ synchrotron
X-ray topographic studies of polycrys-
talline ice. OPP 92-18336. $77,058.

Bender, Michael L. University of Rhode
Island, Kingston, Rhode Island. Stud-
ies of trapped gases in firn and ice from
antarctic deep ice cores. OPP 91-17969.
$117,434.

Berkman, Paul A. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Collaborative re-
search on the chronology of late
neogene antarctic climate change: Dry
valleys fjord fossil evidence. OPP 93-
07760. $22,238.

Braaten, David A. University of Kansas,
Lawrence, Kansas. Snow accumula-
tion dynamics at low-wind and mod-
erate katabatic-wind locations in Ant-
arctica. OPP 92-18868. $66,516.

Craig, Harmon. University of California,
San Diego, California. Helium and
rare-gas studies and krypton-81 ages
at Vostok. OPP 91-18494. $85,744.

14arrison, William D. University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, Alaska. The measurement
of temperature in the margin of ice
stream B, Antarctica, and its interpre-
tation. OPP 91-17911. $159,270.

Harrison, William D. University of Alaska,
Geophysical Institute, Fairbanks,
Alaska. The development of a high-
resolution method for the measure-
ment of vertical strain rate in glaciers
and ice sheets. OPP 92-20199. $34,564.

Kamb, Barclay. California Institute of Tech-
nology, Pasadena, California. Borehole
study of antarctic ice-stream mecha-

i nisms. OPP 90-18703. $210,000.

4al, Devendra. University of California,
San Diego, California. Nuclear studies
of accumulating and ablation ice us-
ing cosmogenic carbon-14. OPP 92-
19931. $65,103.

Mahaffy, Mary-Anne. Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pennsyl-
vania. A three-dimensional, time-de-
pendent ice-dynamics model of the
west antarctic ice sheet. OPP 91-18362.
$58,815.

Markgraf, Vera. University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado. Conference on late
Quaternary paleoclimates in the
Americas: Dynamics of past climate
change and its forcing along a transect
from pole to pole; Panama; September
10-12, 1993. ATM93-02551. $10,000
($45,783).

Middleton, Roy. University of Pennsylva-
nia, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Late
Cenozoic ice-volume changes in Ant-
arctica inferred from cosmogenic nu-
clide measurements. OPP 92-20923.
$98,872.

Mosley-Thompson, Ellen. Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio. Long-term
trend in net mass accumulation at
South Pole. OPP 91-17447. $25,572.

Prentice, Michael L. University of Maine,
Orono, Maine. Collaborative research
on the chronology of late Neogene
antarctic climate change: Dry valleys
flord- fossil evidence. OPP 92-21325.
$113,352.

Smith, Norman D. University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois. The role of frazil ice
and anchor ice in sedimentation in sub-
polar glacial marine environments,
Antarctica. OPP 92-18495. $20,335.

Support and services
Crockett, Alan B. Idaho National Engi-

neering Laboratory, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Environmental measurements support
for the U.S. antarctic program. OPP 91-
02787. $300,000.

Davis, Russ E. University of California,
Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
Lajolla, California. McMurdo Sound
MetSat (Meteorological Satellite) Sta-
tion: Upgrade, maintenance, and ARC.
OPP 88-15818. $147,320.

Ferrell, William M. Department of Defense,
Washington, D.C. Logistic support of
the U.S. Program in Antarctica. OPP-
76-10886. $25,000,000.

Harper, Doyal A. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois. A center for astro-
physical research in Antarctica. OPP
89-20223. $199,583.

Mealey, Timothy J. Keystone Center for
Continuing Education, Dillon, Colo-
rado. Information exchange meeting
on U.S. implementation of antarctic
environmental protocols. OPP 93-
04366. $24,991.

Reed, Robert M. Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Techni-
cal support for the U.S. Antarctic Pro-
gram environmental review. OPP 89-
12136. $400,000.

Reilly, Edward T. ABS Worldwide Techni-
cal Services, Paramus, Newjersey. NSF
ship inspection program. OCE 91-
00357. $30,450 ($105,414).

Schommer, John. Department of Interior,
Washington, D.C. Aviation manage-
ment services. OPP 84-15220. $5,500.

Antarctic publications
available from the
National Science
Foundation
Are you a scientist who would like to

submit a proposal to the National Science
Foundation (NSF) for antarctic research but
need to know how to prepare your pro-
posal? Would you like to learn more about
U.S. science policy for Antarctica? Are you
interested in general information about the
southern polar region and the U.S. Antarc-
tic Program (USAP)? Would you like to
receive publications or other material suit-
able for younger readers?

Each year NSF publishes or makes avail-
able to the public a variety of publications,
brochures, and other printed materials
about Antarctica and the research con-
ducted there bv U.S. scientists. The accom-
panying table lists some of the more
commonly requested materials.

Antarctic publications, along with other
NSF publications, can be obtained from the
Foundation's Information Center at its
Washington, D.C. headquarters. To obtain
copies, write to NSF; Attention: Forms and
Publications; 1800 G Street, NW; Room
233A; Washington, D.C. 20550, or leave a
recorded message by calling (202)357-7861.
Orders may also be placed by INTERNET
(pubs@nsf.gov ) or BITNET (pubs@nsf)
electronic mail or by fax (703/644-4278).
When ordering publications, please in-

clude the NSF publication number (e.g.,
NSF 92-89), title, number of copies, your
name, and a complete mailing address. For
materials with no NSF publication num-
bers, please provide sufficient information
(e.g., title and volume/issue number) for
the Information Center staff to identify the
publication.

Smith, Christopher J. American Institute
of Architectural Studies, Washington,
D.C. Interdisciplinary design compe-
titions program. OPP 91-20809.$69,605.

Tumeo, Mark A. University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, Alaska. Transport of hy-
drocarbon contaminants in ice and ice/
soil systems. OPP 91-19559.$137,958.

Fossils
Continuedfrom page 7

sites high in the Transantarctic Mountains.
Using advanced instruments not avail-
able when the samples were collected,
Webb's group discovered that they con-
tained marine microfossils. Although some
of the fossils were about 40 million years
old, others were between 2 million and 5
million years old—all of them, however,
had been collected from sites 2,500 meters
above sea level. To the paleontologists this
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Commonly requested antarctic information available from the National

Science Foundation

Title
(Brief description)

Antarctic Research Program
Announcement and Proposal Guide

Grants for Research and Education
in Science and Engineering: An
application guide

Antarctic Journal of the
United States (Quarterly plus
annual review issue)

Volume 27(4) (December 1992)
Volume 28 (1) (March 1993)
1991 review issue, Volume 26(5)

A long-range science plan for the
Division of Polar Programs

The role of the National Science
Foundation in Polar Regions

The United States Antarctic Program
(color booklet)

Antarctic news clips- 1992

Facts about the U.S. Antarctic
Program

"3-2-1 Contact" penguin poster

Antarctica
(color booklet for children)

Gazetteer of the Antarctic

United States Antarctic Program
personnel manual ( 1 992 Edition)

Opportunities for participation
(employment flier)

Antarctic artists and writers

fact suggested a more temperate climate
with large areas of East Antarctica flood-
ed by rising seas. When the east antarctic
ice sheet again expanded, it carried the
microfossils from inland seas with it and
deposited them, along with other glacial
debris, in the Transantarctic Mountains,
forming the Sirius Formation (Antarctic
Journal of the U.S. 1983; Harwood 1983;
Webb et al. 1983; Webb et al. 1987).

Two other important fossil finds fol-
lowed the 1983 find—a 1985-1986 discov-
ery of the wood remnants (Webb and

No NSF number

NSF #91-53

NSF #89-98

NSF #92-63

USAP Information in USAP, USAP
Series—No. 3 (No NSF number)

USAP Information program
Series No. 31 (No NSF number)

Harwood 1987), not yet petrified, of the
southern beech tree Nothofagus near the
Beardmore Glacier and a 1989-1990 dis-
covery of fossil leaves of the same tree at a
site about ^250 miles from the South Pole.
These discoveries also suggested a time
when Ant^arctica had a more temperate
climate, and meltwater formed rivers and
streams in the Beardmore Glacier region.
The most recent discoveries further cor-
roborate these earlier observations of
changes in^ the antarctic environment.

Those researchers following the tradi-I

tional theory argue that climatic cooling
began about 40 million years ago. Gradu-
ally, an extensive ice sheet covered the
continent. A precursor to the existing ice
sheet, this buildup of glacial ice on the
polar plateau has remained unaltered for
at least the last 15 million years.

This view is based on geornorphologi-
cal evidence of prolonged polar desert con-
ditions in the continent's ice-free regions,
on deep-sea core data, and on basic glacio-
logical and climate dynamic theories. For
example, in the ice-free areas of southern
Victoria Land, geologists have found de-
posits of volcanic ash, which have sur-
vived undisturbed on steep slopes. The
deposits overlie and penetrate such
nonglacial desert features as frost wedges
that are as much as 14 million years ol .
From their point of view, the existence of
the ash and its close association with
nonglacial features indicate that cold desert
conditions have not been interupted by
incursions and retreats of glacial ice. Ad-
ditionally, glacial formations more than
10 million years old are clearly evident in
this region.

Oxygen-isotope and strontium-isoto^e
ratios, along with distribution pattern f
biogenic sediments and ice-rafted debris-
all obtained from deep-sea sediment
cores—also lend support to the tradition-
al view. These data show little evidence
of change and only minor fluctuations i
the east antarctic ice sheet during the last
12 million years.

Finally, observations of the response of
glaciers and ice sheets to climate vari -
tions also suggest the ice sheet has re-
mained stable. In dry, polar regions like
Antarctica, the amount of snow falling
over the region, not the temperature, 

co; 

-
trols the size of an ice sheet. To have pr -
duced extreme fluctuations in the size an
extent of the ice sheet, temperatures woul^
have to have risen as much as 20 to 25 *
A slight temperature (about 5 *Q wou
increase snowfall over the continent, =-
sequently increasing the volume of i0e
rather than decreasing it (Sugden 1992).

The debate remains unresolved. Each
side cites data and observations that sup-
port its theory. Until recently, those sup-
porting the traditional view pointed out
that biostratigraphy is a less-than-accu-
rate means of dating events. However,
in October 1992, researchers from the
United States and New Zealand publish-
ed in Nature the first geochronological
evidence supporting a more dynamic
glacial environment.

Using potassium-argon and argon-40/
argon-39 analysis, they dated a 30-centi-
meter-thick volcanic-ash layer in a rock
core obtained from the shallow water at
the terminus of the Ferrar Glacier. The ash
layer lies in a strata containing marine
microfossils, known from deep-sea cores
to be between 2.5 million and 3.1 million

Continued on back cover

NSF publication number
or similar information

Proposal preparation

NSF #93-49

NSF #92-89

Research reports, science plans and policy, and related information

NSF publication numbers not
available for issues published
before December 1992

NSF #92-138
NSF #93-14
No NSF number

NSF #90-48

NSF #87-128

General information

NSF #90-97

NSF #92-83

NSF #92-134

Children's publications

Special USAP publications and brochures

Antarctic Conservation Act of 1978	 NSF #89-59
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Palmer	South Pole

-1.0	-58.9

4.3	-46.6
(4)	(5) _

-8.5	-69.5
(28)	(20)

984.5	679.5

1011.8	692.1
(16)	(1)

968.3	669.2
(25)	(21)

496	Trace

Northeast	900

5.15	5.51

28.16	13.85
(11)	(1)
400	800

8.7	0.3

1.0	21

4.0	6.0

25.0	3.0

No data	4.0

South Pole

-53.1

-36.2
(29)
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(31)
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360"
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9.0

8.0
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-20.1

-7.0
(4)

-32.9
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984.08
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(1)
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(16)

322.58
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30.85
(18)
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7.0
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Weather at U.S. stations

March 1993

South Pole McMurdo	Palmer

	-42.5	-17.6	0.0

	

-27.0	-2.2	8.0

	

( 1 )	(2)	(9)-

	-57.1	-28.1	-8.5
(25) (13)	(28)

	682.0	987.51	985.8

	

694.7	1007.01	1010.6

	

( 1 )	(29)	(1)

	667.4	973.21	969.5

	

(21)	(6)	(9)

	Trace	53.34	173

	

300	750	Northeast

	

5.15	7.72	6.13

	

12.52	25.03	21.46
(26) (20)	(7)

	

3400	1700	1000

	

0.6	7.2	8.2

	

7.0	6.0	3.0

	

13.0	6.0	5.0

	

8.0	19.0	23.0

	

3.0	0.3	No data

February 1993

Feature	 McMurdo*	Palmer

Average temperature (OC)
	 2.4

Temperature maximum (OC)
	 8.5

(date)	 (1 3)_

Temperature minimum (1,C)	 -1.9
(date)	 (16)

Average station pressure (mb)	 993.7

Pressure maximum (mb)
	 1018.7

(date)	 (23)

Pressure minimum (mb)
	 967.9

(date)	 (11)

Snowfall (mm)	 104

Prevailing wind direction	 Southeast

Average wind speed (m/sec)	 4.07

Peak wind speed (m/sec)
	 25.93

(date)
	 (11)

(direction)	 300

Average sky cover	 9.2

Number clear days	 0.0

Number partly cloudy days	 3.0

Number cloudy days	 25.0

Number days with visibility less than	 No data
0.4km

Prepared from information received from the stations. Locations: McMurdo 77 151'S 166"40'E, Palmer 64046'S 6403'W, Amundsen-Scoft South Pole 90 I)S. Elevations: McMurdo
sea level, Palmer sea level, Amundsen-Scoft South Pole 2,835 meters. For prior data and daily logs, contact the National Climate Center, Asheville, North Carolina 28801 . *February
weather data for this station will be published in the next issue.
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Fossils
Continuedfrom page 22

years old, and the source of the rock has
been clearly identified as interior of East
Antarctica. After various analyses, they
determined that the volcanic ash is be-
tween 2.8 million and 0.3 million years old.

The U.S.-New Zealand team believes
this evidence, coupled with the fossils dis-
covered during the last decade, suggests
that the ice sheet has likely grown and
decayed many times during the last 40
million years, and that the present ice sheet
may have formed about the same time as
the first Northern Hemisphere ice emerged
(Barrett et al. 1992). Clarifying this history
of the growth and decay of Antarctica's ice
sheets has gained greater importance be-
cause this information may help research-
ers predict how climate change will affect
the world's ice sheets and sea level in the
future.
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Errata
Certain entries in the weather data pub-

lished in the December 1992 issue of the
Antarctic Journal (p. 23) were in error. Cor-

rect data for those entries are: Averag
temperature ('C), August 1992—McMurd
-26.51, Palmer -6.3, South Pole -61; Sef
tember 1992—Palmer -4.3, South Pole -5^
October 1992—Palmer -1.5, South Pole
46.8. Temperature maximum ('C),
gust—Palmer 3.8. Temperature minimui
('C), October—McMurdo -25.5, South Pol
-63.9. Average station pressure (mb), 0(
tober—McMurdo 981.10. Pressure max
mum (date of month) 5. Peak wind spee
(m/sec), August 20.59, October 22.65.

Sullivan
Continuedfrom page 2

He has been recognized numerous times
for his outstanding management of sci-
ence programs, including when he was
designated a Distinguished Executive by
President Reagan in 1987.

"The Foundation is indebted to Peter
Wilkniss for his leadership of the nation's
polar research," Massey said. "During his
tenure, the U.S. Antarctic Program made
significant strides in global change researdi
and environmental stewardship. He als:)
played a key role in enhancing U.S. re-
search in the Arctic."

Wilkniss will continue to work at th,"
Foundation as senior science associate t
the Assistant Director for Geosciences.

NSF 93-85
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